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SECTION ONE
Pages 1 to 6
New Series No.397

BELOVED DOCTOR
OF STEWART CO.
• CALLED BY DEATH

THE LEDGER atk TIM
CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2,889, SWORN
TO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Big Pickle in Small
Neck Bettie on Display

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, May 30,1935
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Volume CII1; No. 22
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Woodmen of the World.
Tuesday night.
The Plumbers May 26. with a reception given
,• Grove: Mr. and- Mrs. Carlos Rob- will be offered Murray fight fans Valley Association, and
also for 'parent present who sent
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and
Hortin. Murray, secretaryout most teachers from Stone
Murray were:
when this happened. The Plumb- from 4 until 6 o'clock.
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ers couldn't score again and EdDr. and' Mrs. J. W. Carr. Dean
and Mrs. Clint Skaggs and two sos, Greek idol of Cicero, Ill., meet
Mr. and Mrs. J.- H. Churchill,
monds' triple and Jeffrey's hit iced
(Continued on Back Page)
children. Dexter; Hal Hurt and in the main bout. The main feaMax Churchill. Mrs. Etta Williams,
Austin, Dr. and Mrs. G.
•
the game in the 7th before Vande- Turner
son of Kirksey: Mr. and Mrs. Rudy ture will be 2 out of 3 falls with
Mr and Mrs. A. W. Outland, Miss
Hicks, Dr. and
Mrs,
Prof. F. D. Mellen, member of Gardner
velde could retire a man. Each Charles Hire. Dr. and Mrs. G. C.
Rua' Outland: Mrs. Trixit Coleand son Joe of Hardin; a 90 minute time limit.
team got 9 hits.
Brewer. Memphis. Tenn.. and Mr. the Engthii department -ea-Murray Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Story, Thomas
The athletic events continue to
mai. Wavel Outland, Mrs. Bettie
and
Mrs. B. L. Trevathan, formed State Collage. has been granted a Earl Martin. 0. B. Shoemaker. - draw nice crowds and Manager
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leave of absence for the summer
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Professor Mellen. as professor of Lambir
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The Corner Druggists staged a scheme 'which was carried out in English, will
Hillman Thurman, airs. Jabe
Rally and Free Barbecue
direct the classes of and Mrs. Ted Green.
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comeba
Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith,
ck
to
knock
June 8.
off the
Attack Is Fatal at His Home
Miss Evelyn Slater,- home eco- Dr. David H. Bishop. head of the Benton Carmon and sons. Mr. and offered so far, All of the wrestlers
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Mrs. Myrta Arnold, Mrs Callie
were nomics
English Department of the Uni- Mrs.
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for
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Finally
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Win
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the past week:
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Mrs. Kenneth Redden, Dexter; ed coal strike of nation-wide
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New Deal
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future.
art Hospital today suffering from
Victor Sirls, Redden; Maw Eunice
President Roosevelt summoned children.
county of Logan, the merchants advantage of Bank shortcomings lit
tejtakes eeeeived late yesterday
Orr, Murray; Mrs. K B. Cherry, Congressional adviser
in the field, coupled with blows
Mr. Lamb was a member of the
& explored
afternoon when the car she was having voted ,,to close their places by F. Stubble
Hazel: Mrs. fluty Parker. Murray_ with them the crisis
field and Brown to
of business for three hours so that
caused by the Hazel Christian church, where the
driving turned over three times on
Patients dismissed
from
they, their sales people and others' take a 5-run lead in the first. They
the abrupt sentence of death 'imposed funeral services were held Monthe Cadiz road about two miles
Mason Hospital the past week:
on the Blue Eagle by the Supreme day afternoon at four o'clack with
may attend the speaking in Bow- scored in every round but the
froth ,this city.
fourth.
Mrs. Ida Prescott, Memphis; Mrs. Court and—reached no
Elder Thomas Pate of Murray in
ling Green.
"Uncle. Toth' Gardner. Negro, masa a mild curosit
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An
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Murray; Mrs. Sher- American Federation of Labor„fol"darky" characteristics still 1
would hear the small pupils say. man Webb,
fered a wrenched beck and other principal streets of Bowling Green,
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a
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free
the
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"'Old
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ir
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Tommie Wilson. Honeighteen years ago when "Uncle
days.—Hopkinsville New Era.
"Old Tom" always, had a cheery am, Paducah;
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Bluebirds Win Scoring Bee
Mrs. George Grogan, his lieutenants measuring "the ex- orary: H. I. Neely, R. W Chrisbeing made to serve 15.000 people
Tom" was custodian of ths.igiounds word and wile
, for his "sweat Murray: Mitchell Pickard
man,
Dee
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, Cot- tent of the- blow."
The Bluebirds kept a hot breath and buildings of that institution. children", ATI will long be re- tage Grove; Mrs.
Misti Wells was brought to her at the noon how-. ,,The speeking
W. E. Miller, and Bill Bailey.
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all he came in contact with. confined
her home on West o'clock and a system of amplifiers burst and Model ctuba by trimming age of 78 years.
During the past few years he
The accident occur- will be installed so that all at- Jones Drug in a free-scoring conHis death came Wednesday night,
Olive stree
tending may be able to 'hear test that reminded one
Kirksey Community Play
red last Thursday.
of last May 22, as he was dismissiog a had .been a familiar figure as he
clearly.
year's 'scoring sprees. The final congregation at his churches St pushed his hot tamale cart about.
was-- MIT The drutgists John Baptist Church of Murray. the the,uughfares of Murray. At -The faculty OF KIrkSèy High -The deeds
have been prepared
Dr. R. G. Lee who has been
got 15 hits to 10 for the- resign- As he was concluding his simple. this old age he never once asked Schap' and members of the
- Com- ahd the money Is available for engaged to conduct the,
meeting
rant men but miserably supported but faithful prayer. a heart attack for help in any form, but -daily, munity will present "Tilday
Ann." the securing of the right-of-way of the Baptist church
beginning
slaitedainaOutlahd in the field. mak- came swiftly and suddenly to leave rain or shine, he went quietly a three act comedy, in the school. for the
Murray and Bell city road. here, was forced by
illnes to quit
ing 7 costly errors.
his prayer unfinished as he quiet- about his business in his humble. auditorium on Saturday evening. Oscar Barnes
was the first to sign Work and take a comple
te rest.
'honest way.
Lieut -Gov.
.The Essay of Dewelane
June 8, at 8 o'clock.
A.
B. "Happy"
The first 7 men up for the Blue- ly passed away.
a deed giving the right of way on The announ
cement from his phyStudents of Murray High take
This play has been secured by his property.
, student of New Ciancord High Chandler, candidate for the Demo- birds scored and the Birds
It has been recalled by many
came
sician was a disappointment -to
School, on "Rural Rehabilitation", cratic nomination for Governor in back with
time out to pay tribute to "Uncle special permission from
The road begins Southwest of the Murray
Karl F.
4 more in the second students of Murray High. twenty
Baptist but another minTon'', . a true citizen, honest and Simpson of Kansas City
has been "declared the winner in the „coming August primary, will round. Jones steadily
and
College
more
Profescampus
years
pecked
ago
and runs South- ister will be secured
when they f.ti
away
faithful during his long life of sional Agency. Some ef Kirksey
and the meeta7 the First District of Kentucky. The speak at the court house here Fri- at the Hash Stingers'
gathere
west
d
to
's
the
around
Paris Highway to a ing will go
lead but-Uncle Teen" to 'sefuln
on as planned Rev.
ess and kindness
Essay contest was conducted under day evening at 7.30, it has been never • could quite
best talent is includes in the cast. point near Bell
cut the Ice. listen to the stories of the old
City. Deeds must J. E. Skinne
°fettle.
auspice
FarmFuture
s
announ
Funera
r stittes
the
ced.
l services were held from The players are, Mrs. Urban-Clark. be secured
Pogue and Godwin hit rome runs South and plantelsion days to his
at an carry date.
Fared Scolfield has been engaged
Chandler is running on an antiatrs Of America.
"sweet children", as tot took great the St. John .Baptist CiTurah Sun- Mrs. Geo. Marine, Christine.Jones,
.Ettiiebirds 7 4 0 3 0 2 0-18
Milton'
erway
to
publish
was
conduct the singing tor the
s
day, May 26 at 2 p. m ,with his W. A. PalmettaSlarry Palmer
ed sales tax platform.
Mr
pride in calling them.
Jones
After • canning demonstration
3,04 I 3 20-13
, Ray
meeting.
pastor. Rev. A M. Samuels. con- Stark, "Cotton" Billington.
- a
Mr. Scolfield is well
in full in The Ledger & TiMFS—
Brown, Cochran, Outland, D
Holman attended lag 92 homemakers. 766
"Uncle
Tom",
in
those
days
posknown in Murray and throughout
ducting the services
Head the Clasenled Column.
few weeks ago.
Burial was Jones, Martha Hula end Keith quarts of
Banks.
meat were canned by the South
,sessed a huge, silver watch that in the City Negro cemete
as an able song conry
Venable
-4:4••••
Simpson county women
ductor.

Jewel Cox Joins' 1
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Enjoy An Outing

M. S. C. Seniors,
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Burns Meets Tassos
On Mat Friday Nite
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Seek Deeds For
New Minister For
Bell City Road
Baptist Meeting

Dewelane Milton's
Chandler to Speak
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in Murray Friday
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planned.
was --a guest -of Miss Myrtle Whitfound only stock peas boiling In been included in the work of this .ea, Brent Henley is also a Metho- ing will go on as
Fred Srolfield Coming
'All. at -few days recently. "
clear water, and when you re- camp and this type of activity diat minister. o
Fred Scolfield, well known in
Miules . Minnie Marshall and
turned have seen little_ ehildren entails" additional work on the enYou are cordially invited to at•
throughout the South,.
1 Myrtli Wintnell were in Parts
rush out to meet you like a hungry gineering staff.
an ice-cream supper at Story's Murray, and
tend
Baptist Missionary Society- Meets
next Saturday. as one of our best and most conselamb to ittnitheowould you still
shopping.
.Friclauk
Camp
Murray
was
loser`
in
botho
Cliapej
•
••
- gospel singers, who has
-aa'"4=
oosatileter
•meat and breads baseball and softbell to Clinton nigX. .TairselrerWie
'
04:4'
- 4'"Thtaalifritst.--alrfissitinary Society - Little Miss Eva Jean Osborn of
• Peet engaged to have charge of the
the overalls and hickOara-ahlala oX Saturdey aftern000. Beth tunes to the church.
of the Hazel Baptist church met Paris is visiting is the home of
will arrive not later than
your students?
were tied in the last inning. CunMt. singing,
Remember • preaching .at
Tuesday afternoon. Ten inembers her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
with us
Monday, and remain
If
the
editer
ningham
pitched
,for
will
indulge
me
and
Brown
11
Sunday
at
first
each
*hawing
proPleasant
were present. The
N. G. Hill.
throughout tWeeting.
further,
I'll
tell
you
,how
Murray
to
take
with
the
skill
that
characthe
is
Mathis
o'clock.
Bro,
Eerie
gram wasarendered: 'Y Miss Jewell Hill. Mrs. lreilla
The seavicis will, be held twice
the schools out of politics, and terized their careers jest summer.
very able young minister. •.
Theme for month: ALifting the Jenkins, iMrs. Abe Thompson, Mrs.
hew to raise tbe,,mota,ey to pay the -Waller, new :catcher for the _Ctiboist, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Suggs re- each cil-at 10:30 s. ni., and 7:45
Banner Through-a a iLytery - of Par Thompson, Miss Vera Miller
teacher's. a good 'salary,- "Pro bond made two nice throw-puts to sec- turned to their . home in Detroit p. m., t e morning service hold
Healing"
and Miss Mavis Stubblefield spent
oublico":-For the public''good. - ond while Miller, left field, dem- Sunday after vasiting ,relatives only one hour, adloUrning at .11:30,
.
reeking it possible for every one to
Song,. "Touch of His Hand on last Thursday in Mayfield.
ohstrated unusual ability in catch- and friends here for a week.
-Robert L. Hart
the best hour of .'the day_
attend
Mine."
ing Clinton's heavy hitters.
Mrs. A. E. McLeod and Mrs.
celeMaster Charles Dale Kemp
A CORDIAL INVITATION_ IS
Scripture Reading,..abirk 8:22-26; Wilma Outland were visitora in
Kuykendall,
softball
captain. bratet hisoseventh birthday ZanEXTENDED TO EVERYBODY TO
Murray last Tuesday.
Maoy larrnbow.
made the spectaular play of the day. Covers were laid for Mr. and
ATTENP ALL'THESE SERVICES,
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Whitnell and
game.with-'a home run in the sixth Mrs. Arthur Kemp and sons. HarPrayer, Mrs. Lela Wilson.
Virgil AND TO GET THE BENEFITS OF
Mts.
mother
Mrs.
Nola.
Whitnell,
spent
and
J.
T.;
Mr.
and
inning.
vel
Song. "What a Friend We Have
OLD TIME SPIRITUAL RE- Sunday in Jones Mill veeinity
Lassiter and sons, Mitten and Dean, AN
in' alesus:a
By Wm. H. merUn. Jr.
VIVAL, WHICH IS SO GREATEdward
Kemp,
C.
Mrs..
L.
visiting
relatives
and
friends.
Mr.
and
"The Mystery of Healing." Ruth
LY NEEDED IN MURRAY AND
Lee and Ted Cole, Charles Dale
Mrs. Carrie Scruggs Denbam and
Underwood.
LSEWILERE AT THE PRESENT
Elder Thomas Pate, minister of
Billy.
-Hill
Paschal
.Kemp.
and
and
sister
children,
Joseph
Miller
'Southern
Baptist • Hospital".
TIME.
the
Church
of
Christ,
conducted
Miss
Verginia,
Miller
left
Monday
Grace NiVilsote,
J. E. Skinner, Pastor
morning worship in camp Sunday
ao
Most of -the farmers of this comHospital' morning for a few 'weeks visit
Memorial
-Baptist
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
morning to a nice crowd.- This, is munity have finished setting towith relatives ahd friends in
Notie Miller.
Pro. Pates lostapkaran.ce at bacco, but there is very little corn
Weyer."''T-da Southern' aBaltalat Detrott-ittietto-STUDIO-SPRUCES UP
-Sunday School 'heat
Camp Murray for the spring as he plantea. Jpe Haber, little son of Mr.. and
Hospital, Mrs. Ma K Wilson.
soon is to enter the evangelistic
Mr. and Mrs., Jim Jones of morning at 9:30 a. rn, as usual,
"Healing in Other Leticia:, Mafy Mrs. J. E. Littleton is saffering
Hunter Love .has made extensservice on an itinerary which will Mound!, Ilia _ visited relatives near Dr. 11.11. McElrath, superintettdTurnbow.
this week with illness.
• lye improvements' in the interior
carry him. through 10 states. .All here last week end.
ent.
"Grace McBridge. the Devoted .11rs. Maude Valentine .of Puryear
Morning' Worship at 11 o'clock,- of his studio . ono North • Fourth
agencies of the:canna join in exA large crowd of Edge Hilt
Nurse'", Mrs. Robbie M•ilstead.
spent a few days this week in
miettni: :Ct'reet. "The lobby has' been re-arthe' a ieVival
pressing sincere ;appreciation( to people,.attended-othe singing- at,
um'
'Southern Baptist San i ri
, Hazel visiting her sister Mre. Otho
Elder, Pate for the splendid service North Fork Sunday.
• preaching by the pastor on "The ranged and re-painted with new
Miss Libbie James.
in
White and Mrs. Lon •White in the
beaver-boarding
contrasting
he had rendered this camp during
The Rev. Maxedon. presiding Source of a Spiritual Revival."
Song. 'Fling Oaf the Banner."
Green Plain neighborhood.
his,, tour at Murray and wish him elder, made an inspiring talk at
The Training Unron meets at colors.
Benediction. Mrs. Mary Turnbow.
Mrs. Pearl Pitts of Paris attended
success in his ,ambitious program Story's Chapel Sunday. I'm sure 6;30 p. m., as usual, R. W. Church• the funeral of Mr. Jim Lamb Mon"for the summer.
that everyone present was greatly ill, director.
Mrs. H. I. Neely Jr. of Chicago,
afternoon.
William S. Morgan, a graduate in benefitted.
Evening Worship at 7:45 o'clock.
111_, who-isas_teen visiting in the
Miss Mildred Edwards of Puryear
Civil Engineering, University of
Mrs. FlOra Burt of Detroit is preaching by the pastor on "The
home of.Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely spent _ the week end in Hazel
!Kentucky, recently joined the tech- visiting Mr. and Mrs. Will Story, Need and Purpose of a Spiritual
---Sr., ,for the 'past two weeks re- guest' of Misses Louise and MadeTWO staff of Camp 'Murray as and other relatives.
Revival."
.
All contractors ihterestedo in the
turned to. her, home Saturday. junior engineer .AL the time of
Mrs._
Dr; R. G. Lee Sick
L, Heoley has received
line Lamb.
T. S. Herron, 0. B. Turnbow and
his appointment Mr. Morgan was word that her grandson, Justine
Dr. R. G. Lee, who has been en- construction of the Heath school
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrionan
kAubrey .§artmona motored over to of Henry, Tenn., spent Sunday. in
engaged in construction work in Henley, has been ordained to gaged, to conduct the meeting, has building call at the superintendSt. Louis Monday on business.
New York state. The position of preach. Young Mr. Henley is the been ordered by his physicians to ent's office for specifications.
Hazel guests of Mr. and Mrs. R.
M. 0, WEATHER
White W. Chrisrnan and Mrs. Wm. Mason.
junior engineer at this camp has son of the Rev. W. W. Henley. cancel -all ,his engagements and to
•
Mr. and Mrs. Darwin
I been vacant since the promotion formerly of this county, and a take a complete rest. But anspent Sunday in Benton. Ky., guests
Mr. and Mrs.' K L Miller And
Captain Al Williams. world tam- I Reserve. Major William B. Croka, a_nd otrensfer of W. F. Smith .to grandson of the late Rev. W. C. other will be found in due time
• of Mr. -and Mrs. Ross Acree. and children, Miss Celia and Ed jr.
It Pays to Read the Ciasettietba
Terracing has recently Henley of this county. His broth- to take his place_ and the meetattended the community singing. ,w-ete in Clinton, Tenn., Sunday ous speed flier whoae aerial acro- U. S. M. C., administers the oath Clinton.
Pittsburg.
Williams,
in
civilian
in
Mrs. Dunsmas----Clanton spent the to visit their • daughter, Mrs. Irby batics have thrilled thtorigs of
life, is manages of aviation sales.
week end -in Benton guest in the Coffman and Mr. Coffman.
spectators througheoto the country, Gulf Refining Company.
home of Miss Corine Nelson. .
Little _Miss Claudia Marie gilen receilies-promotion to the rank of Major. United State Marine Corps
Mrs. Rob aloy .likks was a Alaita •Ortieuria Vista, Teen_ ..itaila__Viael
ray visitor Sunday. ,or
this week visiting her cousin, Ruby
,
- _Mee 0. B. Turnbow: Mrs. T. S. Lee poosjay,
oral s
Joky-while, ..conv-enes.
erron. Miss Eua Lee Perry. Mrs,
Mrs: Sallie. St John and 116-s.
.The Kdntucky. Educational AsH. L Neefy Sr., and visitor Mrs, Wilma Outland motored over to
sociation, with- its- subsidiary orNeetaa._..4.--cfo„agoaoosoolvere Aimo fdr the alto:woo: .„
ganioations. is -responsible for the
Paris visitors Friday afternoon •
Mr. and • Mrs. Hallet Lamb 'of
onaatioent of the gukerhk *ales
Contributions to this Coianin Upon
Miss Amaze Rooger-*an n
temphis,-"
--I'M 17-19fe- -and Mrs.
tax.. They went to Tranli.Tart by
l7ome. They Do Not Neon.-'
in a Nashville Hospital. is in Hazel Hoyt Lamb and children of Frank- I -Ve
the car load and train load. Yes.
wartly Expreas the views of
her
parthis
Newspaper..
for a few days visit with
Jeri. .Mrs. Harmon James and
and .they marched through the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. L. Hooper.
streets singing and playing:
daughter Helen of St. Louis, Misses
rubber. This is an additional process known as
the non-skid tread give me the greatest
"TAKE THE SCHOOLS OUT
Mr. Wealey Sestitb and daughter Eddy and Burlene Lamb of Louis"We'll be sailing 'round the
and
protection
Gum-Dipping, by which every 100 pounds of cotton cords
traction
against
skidding?"
OF POLITICS" •-•
Miss Esther Smith and Mrs:. James ville.. Ky., came for the funeral
mountain when the - sales: lax
eight pounds of rubber. This extra process costs
'absorb
•Maddrei 'of Mayfield, were puests ef their father. Mr. Jim Lamb.
built
to
2
-"Are
they
give
me
the
greatest
Cranes."
When the county school superinin the home of Mr. and Mrs. E.
more and is not used in any other make of tire.
blowout protection?"
Mr. and Mrs. Olie Grisson and
Does that look like taking the
D. Miller last Sunday.
,kon James of Detroit, Mich, and tendents lobbied a bill through the schools out .Of politics?
Leading race drivers investigate the inbuilt qualities
3-"Without sacrificing these two important
Legislature to elect the superinMrs. Everrette Holifieth of Mar. 'Mr._ Tom .Hastings of.
Well, if joining hands with the
safety features will they give me longer
of the tires they use, because their very lives depend
ray was in Hazel Monday to visit were guests in the home of Mrs. tendents by eahe County Board, whiskey trust and the protected
mileage, thus making them the most
upon their tires, and they always select Firestone Tires
their shibboleth and slogan era
her rnsotaer, Mrs. Minnie White,
interest is taking the schools out
Bettie James and daughter Miss
economical
tires
1
can
buy?"
their daring speed runs. In fact, Firestone Tires have
was
this.
-Take
for
the
schools
out
of
Mr,
-d Mr.' Lewis Brown of Libbie.
of politics. then "that is that."
been on the winning cars in the gruelling Indianapolis
Answer No.1-Harvey'S. Firestone early realized , Mayfield are' here visiting relatives. 'Mr, and Mrs, Free:et-Aiwa Kitts were. politics:" •
Mr. Teacher, you complained that
the value of tire traction and safety and was the first to.
Many of them kraw beyond any your salary Was too low in 1932.
500-mile race for fifteen consecutive years, and they were
Moss Evelyn Anderson of Paris arday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
question of doubt that they could or in the worst Of the depression:
design
an
All
Rubber
Non-Skid
Tire.
on the 5,000-pound car that Ab Jenkins drove 3,000
Through
the
years
Cornelle Cooper arid Mr. and Mrs. .
got be rejected if 'the people were but that was because you didn't
/
2 hours on the hot salt beds at Lake
Firestone has led the way in the design and development
miles in 231
Henry Htitchins a Concord. a.
itill allowed to vote. So. in loot- know.. You only knew that merof tires with most effective non-skid treads.
Bonneville* Utah, at an average speed of 127.2 miles per
ang about for Ways and means aa chants 'Were falling arid -batiks
hour, without.tire trouble of any kind. These amazing
Firestone does not depend solely on traction and
- perpetuate themselves in office. were breaking: but -if you had
ATTOOD:S_EXEIL_CISES__
performance records are proof of the greatest blowout
non-skid
tests
made
by
its
own
engineers
employs
a
-ii
the beard oystem was adeateals
traveled the main highways. aa I
protection ever known.
rushed
through
the
General
-leading
As
Univ_ersity
to
make
non-skid
impartial
tests
for
Caudill.
up
scores
of
"MOL-have'preiced
instructor Of
Fiait-' W. M.
efficiency of its tires, and their most recent report shows
Answer No.3-Thousands of car owners reporting
. 1geography at Murray State College. sembly.- Calloway's , Representa- stragglers Who were trying to,. get
and prospective'candidate for State tive lotirig for it.
back home where they hoped not
mileage records of 4.0,000 to 75,000 miles, is proof of
that Firestone High Speed Tires stop the car 15%
Superintendent of Public InstrocBut have schools been taken out to starve; and if you had looked
the long mileage and greater economy by equipping with
quicker than the best of all popular makes of tires.
lion, left _Murray Tuesday to at- ef polities? .No. a thousand'times into their waio, faces, and have
Firestone High Speed Tires. Let thewe unequaled
2
-Blowout
Answer
No.
protection
must
be
built
tend commencement exercises at NO:
noticed that several hitche; had
performance records be your buying guide.
into a tire. Friction and heat within the tire is the greatest
Eastern: State • Teachers, College.
However, here's what has been been taken in their belts; if you
cause of hlowouts. Firestone protects its tires from
Go to the Firestone Auto Supply and Service Store
Richmond, I Ky.
Mr. Caudill. a done:
The setais have been had stopped on the road side and
friction and heat by a patented process which soaks
or Firestone Tire Dealer and let him equip your car with
graduate of Eastern. will b aosuest. taken out of the hands of the bought bread, arid have seen them
of the college derive.,4e week people._ and put into the hands of eat it. like p hungry hound,'then
every cord and insulates every strand with pure liquid
Firestone Tires, the safest and most economical tires built.
while it is celebratatia` the 25th the politicians, and only those who you would have thanked God that
*:.nr.:ver,zary of hi.-: zrad -- ..ating class. stand in with the machine, and you had a job that would keep
24-Hour Service
work for the' election of certain body and soul together, arid clothstorms
politicians %aye .much chance of ing to protect you from
Moat'least until the hopper of winter.
But dear, I'm not through yet.
.- filled with those 1P410 sneeze
.'hen the bosses take.snuff.
II you had •gone into. horses before
The teachers' organizations have the 'relief came, and have seen
Two extra 'cysts of
• i'come one vast political machine, children without shoes in7 winter
Gurn.Dipp•d
stand with a big stick over and in tattered garments. With bed
cords.
ale heads of candidates for the clothing 'a bundle of rags; if you
had
looked
into
dinner
•
pots.arid
iegislature and then over the Gen!
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American Air Ace Goes Up In Rank
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CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS

Edge Hill Nevs,

NOTICE
CONTRACTORS

youn --LU'!

OTECT

:ME PUBLIC VOICE

ND TEE LIVES Or OTHERS!

THERE are three questions you should ask yourself about the tires you buy:
1-"Will

Phil-up With

•

138 TAXI CO.

Volume-Direct Purchasing-Straight Line Manufacturing and Efficient
and Economical System of Distributing to our 500 Stores
and to 30,000 Dealers, enables Firestone to give
you greater values at lowest prices

GlentilgopedHigh
Stretch cord body.

to please your eyes...year-aftoe-yoor

economy to please your pocketbook
New Streamline
., Beauty. lip-to -date
)
' a styling-too to bottom.

1

FAE•MC

CEITURY MIEN TYPE

Corntgetab
orae
eS
ntt.v
)m
acptieIt Tr

_
Westinghouse

• fruits, dairy products.

Come to our showroom or call and we will demonstrate one in your home.

HIGH SPEED TYPE .

SIZE

LINEN
PIQUE.
MESH

4.50-21
4.75-19
5.25-18
5.50-37.00-16

• LEATHER SOLES
STRAPS•OXFORDS

Ibeioracil and beat with
high gr•de
Equal or isupeelor to any'
spori•I Mend tire made for
mate distributor. and advertised aa Shale Snit line
timbale wIghasett mantifiseituaits'ammemairaggmerentoo.
- - --

menu

We select from our enormous
stocks of roe materials the best
and highest grade rubber and
cotton for the High, Speed Tire.
In our factory we select...the -most
experienced and skilled tire
makers to build this tire. It is
accurately balanced and rigidly
inspected and we kaito_it is as
1 perfect as human ingenuity can
make it.

'Revolving Shell.
:EvcrythAng w.thin easy
)
4coach.Acklauscfui apace.

OLDRELD TYPE

Realigned and built with
high gr•de m•teri•le.
P.m.!
apperior
•ny
•o-ealled
het Grade.
Supie Sr DeLore line of
tire. built, regardless, of
name. brand or by whom
erturerl, er at what
price offered for wale.

SKAT
SHOES47

Herrne tically.se a led
Mechanism. Never
needs oiling or attention.

)
q Handy Tray on door.
Convenient for serving
. and arranging foods..e.

1

50a. Longer NosSaid Mileage.

4

45

PRICE

$7.75
- 0.20
9.75
10.70
11.05

SIZE

['RICE

11.50-21
4.75-19

$7.3.
7.75

5.25-Ss

42.20

5.50-13 10.40
OTHER

SIZE

•

5.00-19
5.25-13

4.40-21

Other Sixes Proportionately foes
-- ***** titles 5,15. Voice el Pirretknee -Jekelarrists
E"bard Gsseas. Gladys Swarrtlasart, Nohow Eddy or
31arsarri SP•aks - arm Mondry stink over
N. B. C.-WEAP Mawr...at five Sur Protases

R. H. VANDEVELDE & CO,

05

7.55
8.40

5.50-1:

SIZES

-4.40-21

PRO

COURIER TYPE
This tire I. built a sued
quality rnsterial• and
workmanship. It carrIce
the
irrounsi name and
guarantee end
*old as
low as massy inferior tirea
thm are asamsfactured to
sell tat•prier.

SIZE. -PRICY

ran.i.

5
•

4.50-21 $4.05
4.75-19

4440

$4•75

5.25-113

7.60

5.25

5.50-19

11.75

Ti ON ATELY

S•SS

PLUMBING, WIRING and SHEET METAL
HEATING
399 BROADWAY -

Cl.

AUTO SUPPLIES AT BIG SAVINGS

JUG
S
$11,

CHAMOIS

Flashlights 34c
Sun Visors 59c
Pedol Pads 36c
Fresh',
Guide
79t
Mottles
35c
Bumper

TAkirts raiz'
"29"
)

•

Gsiordi 69c
Mirror
Clocks ti1.75
Cigar lighters
• .111e s,
Wreath Set 71c

trestone

HARRY JENKINS, Manager
PHONES.1.-Of-hce 435; Residence 437

30x3;*

LOW

Oar large volume enable. Us ed'
I save you money on every auto supply
need for your run
All Firelowne Auto Supply and Seiarce Stores, and manY of our large tire
dealnire, have complete
stocks, and you have the added convenience and economy of basing them applied.

FAGS/

4.50-20

PRIM

65 4.50-21 $IMMS

SENTINEL TYPE
Thle tire I. good quality
and
workmanship and
carries the Virratoor name
and guarantee, and i•
equal or •uperiot to any
tire made in ibis. price
class.
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Four Great Record Smashers in 500.-Mile
Race May 30--Can They-Repeat? r
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Bakers and
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Baker of Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Smith last Sunday.
John Edd Covington 'eft this
Miss Kjitileen Imes, daughter of
week for a visit with reratives in
Mr. and' M's. J. M. Imas of Alma,
Texas and California.
has comple-ed her course in Bethel
You can get ground breaking
Woman's College, Hopkinsville, done
more quickly with Ray Cable
Ky.,
d rmeiv
her diploma.
and his Farmall tractor.
E. B.
bitten and Miss
Miss Maragret Overbey had as
Pattie Allbdtte of Detroit, Miali • her guest for the past week. Miss
are visiting their parents, Mr. and Dorothy Beadles of Clinton. •
Mrs. B. S. Allbritten, southeast. of
Miss Martha Nelle Wells and
Murray.
Miss Margaret Overbey will leave
Mr. and IItss. J. E. Haywood and Wednesday of this week for ChiHunter Lose spent Sunday with cago. They will visit Miss Well.:
brother, 0. C. Wells Jr., for about
relatives at Columbia. Tenn.
Miss Witte Jo Haywood of Co- a week.
Leila Hart was admitted to the
lumbia, Tern., is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Haywood of this city. Keys-Houston Hospital Saturday
for an adbominal operation. _
Mrs. Hunter Love and children
Mrs.- J. E. Morris, Omaha. Neb.,
and Miss Eunice Walters visited is
visiting her parents, Mr. and
relatives at Columbia, Tenn., last Mrs. F. W.
Miller, of near Cherry.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wall Miller of
John Elkihs, Nacy Aldridge, Hu- Bruceton. Tenn., attended the golbert Griffith of Camp Cadiz were den wedding anniversary of her..
admitted
to the
Keys-Houston and Mrs. Frank Miller May 26.
!tweet this week.
•
Miss Opal. Miller of Paducah
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Farmer spent the week end with her mothare the parents of a daughter born er, Mrs. Lillie Miller, South 8th
street.
last Friday.
Master Jimmie Carr, who has
Maurice Crass was in ea 'Louis
been spending the winter with
the first of the week.
The home of Grady Miller, North Dr. and Mrs. J: W. Carr, left WedFifth street was badly damaged nesday for his home'in New York
City.
with fire Tuesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Wall and
Mrs. Bruce Maddox and daughter are leaving today for Pickwick family of Chicago are expected to
dam site where they will join arrive today for a visit in the city..
Mrs. Fred Robinson and little
Bruce Maddox who is employed
daughter, Freda Anne, have rethere.
For heavy spring plowing call. turned to' their home in Ooltewah,
Ray Cable to bring his Farmall, Tenn., after spending a few days
with Mrs. Robinson's mother. Mrs_
tractor. Run day or night.
Mr. and Mrs Turnlowlett spent Vera Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Cain have
Tuesday night and Wednesday in
moved from West Poplar street to
Henderson...Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gingles are the home recentlY completed by
building a home on Caee Avenue. Nolan Jetton on South Fifels
street.
Miss Julia Bishop. Hall of SturGolan Hayes has returned from
gis has concluded a visit in the
Morganfield where he has taught
.Bishop home on West Olive.
Miss Maryleona Bishop will leave music and band during the past
Sunday to spend next week with year. He will spend the summer
with .his parents, Mr. and Mrs..
friends in Louisville.
Mrs. - Hugh Houston. who has W. C. Hayes. and attend Murray
been teaching at Farmington High _State College.
Mr. and Mrs: Tip Doron have
School, has arrived to spend the
moved from the Durrett Padgett
summer with Dr. Houston here.
Miss Euniu Oury underwent an home to the Bo-yd Gilbert place
operation for removal of tonsils at 'on Fifth and Poplars
The new tractor for Calloway
the Mason Memorial Hospital Moncounty has arrived and will be
day.
W. W.'Wade of Trenton, Tenn., tried out today Northwest of Murvisited his daughter, Mrs. A. 0 ray.
Marrs, and Rev. Marrs, and family
Mrs. J. W. Chambers%f Golden
Sunday. He was accompanied by Pond: underwent an operation at
Mrs.Ire ofnCpnton And Mr. the Keys-Houston Mt-4Ra this
and
week ..
nigh
of Memphis.
If you alive visitors of whom
your are not ashamed, please
report thin for this column.
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his family.
Mrs. J. D. Hamilton and son, J.
D. Jr.. will leave Monday- for Detroit to spend several weeks with
Mrs. Hamilton's daughters, Misses
MDophie Phillips of Detroit, •
Mavis and Gladya.Hamilton and
returned home Friday from a visit
son, Gullmer Hamilt,n, and famThe best chapel program' of the lian. The pidleram conchaded with with her -Grandmother Scarbrough
ily. Mr. Hamilton, Sr. is traveling year, according
to Dr. John W. a dance by a puppet darkey, who and family. and aunts Mrs. Dewey
in Missouri. Arkansas and Illinois' Carr, president
of Murray State ended with a request that the cur- 'Grogan and Mrs. toy ghglips and
for the J. D, Rowlett C.,
College, was presented
Friday tains be drawn back in order to other relatives.
Mrs. George Grogan is under- morning, Mky 24, by the Portfolio let the audience see how
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Chariton
the pupgoing treatment at the'Mason Club representing the college art pets were manipulated.
of Detroit came in last Thursday
Memorial Hospital. Mrs. Grogan department.
The program conThe tiny-life-like aguses were night for a week's visit with relwas ,admitted to the hospital last sisted of a puppet show, which was
made
and skillfully worked by atives.
Friday.
the first one ever to be given by members
Only 39 attended Sunday School
of the club. Mrs. M. E.
A seven and tine-aalf pound students of the college.
M. Ball sponsor of the club and here Sunday morning, but the singgabs, girl was born to Mr. and Mrs.
The performance, entitled "One head of the art department, was ing at
North Fork
church in
Hugh Story. of near Kirksey. Tues- Morning in Chapel", took place on in, charge
of the entertainment. Tennessee was well reprented
day morning. May 21. The little a miniature stage, exactly like the Mrs. John Rowlett.
assistant art from here.
Miss has been named Zane Ann. huge auditorium stage. A marion- instructor,
made and manipulated
Mrs. Grace Hicks, Mrs. Bettie
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert"tierThon ette representing Dr. Carr presid- the puppatzepresentiee Dr. Sere Taylee of. Brucetun. spent a
few
and sons. Herbert arid Widnes,
weli.
ed
and
again
illissed
his'
and also made those representing days last week with their sister,
, will
visit relatives in Mississippi and known -Ten Point Program". The the other faculty members, with Mrs. L. Ellis, and family.
Arkansas during the tun days vaca- usual announcements were made the exception of Professor Pogue,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Charon aridtion period. Herbert Jr. will re- by Prof. G. C. Ashcraft. Prof. which was done by Miss Mary
main in Mississippi for a two Forrest Pogue made his "every Elizabeth Edwards. Orton Hamby Dolphus Paschall from near Green
Plain school, were among those in •
weeks stay in a camp at Bay St. student in the annual" speech, constructed the heroine, Betty
attendance at the prayer meeting
Louis on the gulf coast.
emphasizing his words with his Shemwell, Benton, the gnome anat J. S. Smotherman's home Sat- "
Mrs. John Tarver and baby of well-known gesticulations. Music nouncer. Harley Terry the negro
urday night. The audience enMurfreesbord, Tenn.. are visiting was furnished by Prof. Price Doyle and Jane Melugin the hero.-Others
joyed the sermon by Bro. Carl
here.
who led the popular chapel song, who assisted with manipulating,
Smith about the leadership of
Mr. and Mrs. Burge, Parker Jr.. "My Faith Looks Up to Thee", ac- talking and singing were Christine
the holy spirit_ He,and Mrs. Smith
of Hopkineville, visited relatives companied by Miss Marjorie Bar- Brown,
Bill
Carrier,
Howard are visiting Mrs. Smotherman and
here the Past week-end.
ton. seated at a toy piano. The Shemwell, Betion, Doris Btishart,
brother Tom Nesbitt and family.
Prof. Caemon Graham underwent feature . of the morning's program, and Frank Peffer. The tiny stage
S. Pleasant Grove Missionary
an operation at Keys-Houston Clin- announced by a gnome, was a was constructed by Orton Hamby
ic Sunday night. He is recovering musical number. "No, No, A and Wesley Kemper. Sam Boyd Society will meet with Mrs. Jim
Orr next Wednesday afternoon.
nicely.
Thousand Times No", with the Neely was the 'voice' of Dr. Carr
Mr. and Mrs. CaTrey Steele,'Mr. customary hero, heroine, and vil- and of Professor Pogue.
Head the Classified Column.
and Mrs. Rex Beach snd children,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baker and chil- •
dren. and Mrs. Ada Baker motored to Pickwick Dam, Wilson Dam,
Flotence, Ala., and
Nashville.
Tenn., Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott are in
MurfreeJboro. Tenn., wherei Mr.
Scott underwent a tonsilectomy.
Miss Ocean Hall Into recently returned from a two weeks visit with
frieridS in Nashville.
Word has been received here of
the serious illness of Mrs. Albert
Acree in Milan, Tenn, Mrs. Acree
was a Forrest before her marriage
and is a native of this county.
-.-Miss Lucille Wells visited -Miss
Nora Crowe of Louisville, Ky.. the
past week
Miss Crowe returned
home with her for 'a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. ,Clyde Lassiter,
Hickman, are visiting Mr. Lassiter's
AT—
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lassiter in. North Murray. Mr. Lassiter is superintendent el Fulton
county schools and vice-president
of the _First District Edneational
Association.
prof. J. G. Glasgow underwent
PADUCAH : : : KENTUCKY
an operation at the -Keys-Houston
Clinic-Hospital this week
Me. and. Mts. J.. M. Thomas and
children
Martha
and
Bernice,
Model, are visiting in Excelsior
Springs. Mo., and will go to Falls
City. Nebraska and other points
Wanted merchandise at lower prices ... Close Out Prices an small
during their trip. The family is
lotf4 6f-best-sellers
Certainly the Double Ctpportunity for Savings.
equipped for camping and a sev. . . Will appeal to Thrifty Shoppers and we will be expecting you at
eral days trip is planned.
GUTHRIE'S.
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Hall and
family visited • Aimy Wilkerson
near Brown's' Grove Sunday.
Mr. E.1 D. Hurt, Hazel, spent
last week end with her daughter.
Mrs. Loch Hargrove and Mr. Hargrove, West-Main street.
Clay COpeiland. who is attending
CumberlandiUnivereity law school.
Lebanon, Tenn.,- has arrived home
to spend the summer vacation.
Prof. Prentice Glasgow. Mayfield, attended the bedside of • his
father, Prof. J. G. Glasgow this
week. .„„Mr. -Glasgow'. Sr.. is recovering from an operation.

Dr. Carr, Faculty Are Represented
by Puppets in Interesting Show

It Must Be
Right

70ti• ear.

complete

"New Record!"
That's the shout that sends the
thrills up and down the backs of
the cheering horde of spectators at
the world's greatest Race Classic
May 30. It's the climax—after almost five hours of this roaring,
grinding battle of speed under a
scorching sun.
Four great record smashers
stand out—all of whom will be in
there May 30--able, experienced,
daring—fighting for that 8100,000
pot of gold.
•
Pete DePaolo roared in with an
average of 101.13 m.p.h. in 1925-which stood assaults for six years
Fred Frame smashed the record in 1932 with 104.114 miles per
hour
.
•

The next year Louis Meyer, twice
winner Of the race and three times
national champion, set a new mark
of 104.162 m.p.h.
And then in 1934 camo. dashing
"Wild Bill" Cummings, credited
with 170 m.p.h. on the "back
stretch" of the big track—to blazon
the present world 500-mile track
record of 104.863 m.p.h.
Many innovations in the highpowered racing creations have had
a part in these achievements. enief
of all is tire developmen.t
Firestone Engineers, according tO'
these four who have emerged f "om
the smoke of this supreme cosasst
as immortals of the racing
and all of whom stress. the in,eortance of confidence they felt in the
safety of their Firestone tire
equipment.

CARNIVAL

Friday And Saturday

Two Great Events In One

aster _Thomas A. Humph- /gosh:aThe Capitol Theatre_ is undergoreys at Purear, has announced that ing repairs on the front and the
he has been informed by the Pos- marquee has been recovered and
tal Department that the postoffice re-lettered and painted. The show
at Puryear has been elevated from will also have new cushioned. seatsfourth class to a third class office. within a few days.
This has been brought about by a
The Whitnell building, occupied
gradual 'increase in the revenues by the Swann's Grocery, is reof the °Nee. ' The new classifica- ceii7ing a new root this week.
tion becomes effective , July first.
Van. Valentine. visited relatives'
Paul B. Willie. Nashville. visited and friends in Paducah several
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Wear Sunday. 'days of last week.
Mrs. Willis is the guest of her
The following CCC boys were
parents Mr. and Mrs. Wear and discharged
from the Keys-Houston
will remain until this • week end, Hospital
this week to seturn to
Frank Ellis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Camp Cache Jimmy Broughaen,
Leslie Ellis, has returned from the James Knight. Elijah Seizmore.
University of Kentucky to spend Durella Bealnear, Malcornb Cunthe summer. Ellis is taking work ningham, Burke Fox.
in faith management and journalSeveral Murray fans attended the
ism 'at the University. He is a- ball game in St. Louis Sunday
graduate of Murray State College between the Giants and the Cards.
of January this year and was Among those going were Thomas
editor of the College News while- a Banks. Sr.. Thomas Banks, Jr.,
student.
J. B. Wilson, Rudy Tyree. ,Harry
.Mrs. Ruby Parker was admitted Sledd. Boyd Gilbert. Joseph Ryan.
to the Mason Memorial Hospital Garnett Jones, Bub Doran and Tip
for treatment Wednesday.
Doran.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert. McNeely,
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis have
returned from the University of St. Lstes. speret Sunday here with
MARTIN'S CHAPEL NOTES
Kentucky where' he received his Mr. McNeely's brother, David McIds. Roy Pool is confined to her
bachelor'degree from the College Neely and Mrs. McNeely in college- bed
with illness.
of Agriculture.
Mr. Ellis. _will addition,
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Hurt of
Harry Jenkins was a business
begin his duties June •1 as ageistMissouri are visiting her brothers.
adt to County Agent -W. C. Johns- visitor in Paducah Monday.
Ben and Math Pool..
Roberts Smith and Earl . Holland.
ton. McCrkkets county.
- Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Steely and
Mrs. Wylie Parker and little of the Beale Motor Co., left Weddaughter. Shirley. Sue of Evansdaughter. Joan. St. Louis. Mo., are nesday for, Louisville where they ville.
Ind., and Mr. and MrsaEsco
visiting her father, Lonnie Hill, jollied a party of Ford dealers
Gunter and Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
Hazel. also Mr. and Mrs. J. N. and attend the Indianapolis races. Boggess
of Paducah visited Mr.
The Beale Motor Co. sold more
Parker of east Murray.
and Mrs. Howell Boggess Sunday.
If you are behind with your Ford trucks above their quota for
Marvin Hill is digging a baseplowing call Ray Cable at his the month than any dealer in the
ment and repairing his home.
home. Has Farmall tractor and it LouisVirre- -movie and both the
dealership and salesmen are inreally -does the stork.
Mrs. D. M. Ausmus. Mayfield. is vited to be guests of the company.
T. 0. Baucom. T. R. Jones and
here to visit for several days with
her daughter, Mn. David McNeely:. Arlie Olive, Mayfield, were visitand Mr. McNesly. 'Di. Ausnius has ors in Frankfort the first of the
gone to Cincinnati to attend tht week.
General Assembly of Presbyterians.
S. F. Holcomb, Lexington. Tenn.,
Hollis Fair. son of Cortis Fair. spent the week 'end at home with
had,, his tonsils removed at the
Keys-Houston Hospital Wednesday.
lia B. Chrisman. Hem, Tenn.. is
spending a Tew weeks here visiting
his uncle, Dr. Will H. Mason, and
family. Mr. Chi.
'
trkman,
itmea graduate
of Murray State -.
iege and an
outstanding student
re in. his
undergraduate days. is prince:gar
of Grove High School. Paris, where
he is making a splendid record as
a school exectrtivcr
'
Mr.' and Mrs. harry Jones \
alsei
Mr. and Mrs. at L. Trevathan
Benton, attended the baccalaureate sermon at the college Sunday
Real values in styles and patterns that'
afternoon.
will-be tile latest weeks from now.
A
Overbey
returned Monday
E. C.
We invite you to see -the many offerfrom Hopkinsvi e where he visit-that 'eye have at our new store in
ings
ed from Thurs y with old fri
-the.Nr.tional Hotel Building.
whom ,he ha . nek seers, fo
years. They 'were people with
whom Mr. Qs boy was reared in
NOT A SALE of goods that need to
Graves county
'-be
sIto
foved due to- an overstocking or of
Jesse West abf Benton, was ad•
-worn materials, but a sale of the
mitted to thi Keys-Houston Hosvet -latftt sfyles and fa.sbions in street
pital Wedne ay for treatment.
and e\gening dresses.
Rev. W. A.Palmer. pastor df the
Kirksey eirillait, filled the pulpits
at Buchan ald and Mt. Pleasant in
We want your busibess and are offering you
Henry cou v Sunday. He made
values to encourage youNto visit our store.
ents for Rev,
the t ap'poi
S.
erly of this county.
Smith, f
who delis ed .a memorial address
Tenn.
at Dresd
ge license was issued
A ma
MRS. H. E. JENKIN'S.,
last wee to Willard Rowlett and
WEST
MAIN
ST.
NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG.
both
Buchanan
tin,
of
Ida
Va
Tehn
00 •

THRIE

PADUCAH STRAWBERRY CARNIVAL DAYS . . .
AND END OF.THE MONTH SALES

A SUPER SPECIAL FROM
OUR THRIFT SHOP

2 for 11.00
A specially selected group of our prettiest dresses in the
Thrift Shop offered, at this very low price for this event. All
new Spring merchandise . . . sizes for Misses and Women
Bring along a friend if you do not want two dresses as they

uer

den Nos.

Regular $6.85 Dresses
2 for $11

PRE-SUMMER SALE
Of

A Repeat of Our

•

HOSIERY CLASSIC
For

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

•

73
When It Comes
From

S133

RYAN'

•••

will only be sold in multiple groups of two at this price.

Season's Most Stylish' Frocks

1D10
995
LAE )
r

S. Pleasant Grove

1,

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the'Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

30x31,,i
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,AGE THREE

REGALDRESS SMPPE

Adriouit Ames

Loretta.WWI

ham Strisitt
-

...All Use Pure-Dye

MINGTOY SILK CREPE
FOR THE FIRIST TIME .
AND MAYBE THE
LAST ... THE FAMOUS WASHABLE... PURE
DYE ... ALL SILK—

MINGTOY CREPE

$1.00 yard

In order to gain new MINGTOY friends and to give old customers a real bargain
. we are reducing this beautiful,
splendid wearing, all aell: washable crepe for just these two
days. It's possibly the lowest price ever quoted anywhere on
this famous quality silk
IN STREET SHADES FOR COOL'SUMMER, FROCKS ... IN
SOFT PASTELS FOR LINGERIE .
39 INCHES WIDE.
(Sale price positively for two days only)

Friday and Saturday
Only
SPECIAL
for the
STRAWBERRY
CARNIVAL
DAYS
TLAUSSWER'S 2 and 3
thread Chiffon Hose. Also
2-treat) "Not Hys" . . .
First Quality. Ringless. Reg
ulsr $1'.00 values.

.2.pr. $1.00

a
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•
Stone, sisters of the lamoree.
atc.st• student at, m. McFarallt
..Miss Mar/ Elizabeth Lima'
Stokes.
and T.
^n- citthitatea .present:
a
served.
was
plate
party
he
A
wItere
CollegeState
with Lucile Johnson. Miss Lorene Spice- Murray
The apiegole covered
Little Miss Minnie Jo McCord,
Thirty-Jive members were presGerald
Dorothy Perkins roses twined a land, Miss Lucile Harris, Lloyd completed hit sophomore work.
Ralph Fred Albert McCord apd
Mrs.
were
Visitors
ent_
Margaret
'
many
and
their
to
home
Mildred
They are at
Misses
Gene
was Satealand. Miss F'reda Chambers,
which punch
booth from
McCord, 'Flabby
Houston. Hughes
Hugh
Mrs.
and
Stanfield
several
and
with
Mr
of
honored
home
Graves were
served by Miss Ruth Sexton, Mary Ms Jane Chambers, Miss Oneida friends. gt the
la Dee PhilStarks, and Master Jo
• • • • •
.
.a
.
_
going away parties"Aral, MHz Elide% Ahart, and Mr: MN. T. J. Bell, South Eighth
Mellen, Wit Helen Hire. lips.
Mrs. Corinne Phillips Honored
street.
They left Murray Wednesday
Special musical numbers were and Mrs. J. S. Ahart.
Those sending gifts
•
•
•
•
•
Shower
With
morning for New York City where given elk the porch
Tea.
Mrs. Fred Burton, Mrs. Jake
Alpha Meeting Saturday
they wilt sail June 4 for Europe. F. PfTrigrile" Prof. Meyer, Miss Myr- Pupils Of Miss Watten To
and neighbors Dunn, Mrs. Ralph Jihnion, Mrs.
friends
many
The
On Sunday afternoon they were la Peck, Miss Marjorie Barton,
Appear in Recital
sorprised Richard Starks, Mr? Henry G.
Mrs. C. L Sharborough, Mrs. of Mrs. Corinne- Phillips.
complimented by a picnic given at Miss Elizabeth Davis. and the boys'
shower party. Heissler.
lovely
a
with
her
HousB.
E.
-Mrs.
Wolfson,
M.
A.
prewill
Watters
Copy for this pa,e should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Lillian
Miss
•• • •
the Baptist picnic grounds by Miss quartet.
her home
sent her music pupils in a re- ton, and Mrs. Joe Lovett were Wednesday, May 9, at
afternoon each week.
Carrie Allison.
A few well planned games were
Wedding
-Hart
Pace
street.
Eighth
South
on
the
of
meeting
May
the
for
hosts
Church
cital at the First Christian
Mildred -entered into with enehusaaern.
were: Miss
Present
Announced
the Pittman apartments on West Graves, Miss Margaret Graves,
on Thursday evening, May 30, at Alpha Department of the Woman's
The honoree received many useKennedy - Wallis
Late in the evening cake and ice
Club at the home of the latter on ful and beautiful gifts. presented
Olive street.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E ea% anMrs. W. H. Graves., Dr. cream were served from the din- 7:30 o'clock.
and
Dr.
Announcement has been made of
Saturday afternoon. •
The public- is invited.
in the very novel manner of sug- nounce the maniase of their
Mrs. Rob Mason, Mr. and Mrs. ing table which, was attractive
and
•••••
the marriege of Min Martha Reed
Mrs. Harry Sledd presided. The gesting that the children bring in daughter Evelyn to lar. Fred Hart
Ed Diuguid Jr. Mr and Mrs. with a lace cloth and a centerKennedy ao Mr. Laverne Wallis. Farris-Wilmutb
harriage was
Westerman-Lovett
subject of the very interesting` the "wash" when little Miss Mc- of Here},
Sledd. Dr. and Mrs. A. M. piece of pink roses.
Harry
The cererhony was said on April
Zrolis,
Marriage Announced
pioeram Was. "Prose Illustrators." Cord and brother Freddy came in quietly solem1:1
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Farris an- Wolfson, Mr. and Mrs. C. L Shurwere Mrs. Walassisting
Others
W.
Rev.
the
by
basket
twenty-eighth
laundry
the
May
even
Wednes
It included life sketches, pictures, bearing a huge
111.,
marriage of their borough. Mr. and Mrs. John Row- ter Blackburn. Mrs. C. S Lowry,
flounce the
Margaret
Miss
of
marriage
The
Church
Methodist
the
G. Nall at
with gifts
twenty-second.
daughter Mildred Farris to Joe lett, Miss Marilyn Mason. and the Mrs Chas. Hire. Mrs. R. A. Johns- Westerman to Robert Lovett, of reviews of personal visits, and per- between them laden
atwere
They
Tenn.
in Dresden.
Refreshments of cake and cream
Wilmuth in Metropolis on May host.
The. only attendarus were Miss
ton, Mrs W. J. Caplinger, Mrs. Friday, May 10. was arfhounced last sonal 'letters given in the followtended by the bride's sister. Mts.
Mrs. Harry Sledd gave a thea- G. T. Hicks, Miss Nellie Mae Wy- Friday.. The marriage was per- ing order:
were served by Mrs. J. Albert Mc- Mildred Hart, sister -of the groom
Hageild-Shawa and. Mr... Shaw. .9:
"California-An Art Center"- Cord, assisffid -bit Miss Ruby Stone. and Mr. Carlos Williams oa MurThe bride. a young wornan with tre party Monday afternoon.. In- man, and -Mrs. aoe-Lovett.
formed at the home of the Rev.
State Line.
• • •••
chided were Misses- Graves, Mrs.
Mrs.
Ralph Stanfield,
ray.
of
graduate
a
is
character,
sterling
and
Those present were:
Mr.
Mrs.
with
H.
J.
Thdrman
The bride, an attractive brunette.
Mur- E. S. Diuguid Jr.. Mrs. C. L. Sitar- Miss Crawford Is Married To
The bride was attractively atMiss Luurine Burton, Mrs: J.
Norman
- Emma
Thomas Bell as attendants. Price-Miss'
wore a taikaed navy blue suit with Murray High School and of
Mrs.
both places borough. Mrs. John Rowlett.
Mr. Putman
Albert MeCord, Mrs. W. T. Esker, tired in an ensemble of pink crepe
,The bride is the daughter of Helm.
white accessories and carried a ray State College. At
Rob Mason.
Rockwell Kent-Mrs,. Cleo Gillis Mrs Hunter Love, Miss Hildi Orr: with white accessories.
Mr. and Mrs. Love Westerman.
bouquet of Talisman roses and she was an excellent student and
Mrs. Myrtle i.garawtord has anOn Tuesday morning Mrs. E. S.
Mr. Hart is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Ray. Mrs. Courtney
lilies of the valley. Mrs. Shaw won high honors at the latter. Diuguid Jr.. and Mrs. C. L Slier- nounced the marriage of her Model, Tenn". She attended school Hester.
Barclay-Mrs. Joe Starks. Mrs. Wallace Williams. Mrs. Robert Hart of Hazel.
wore a model of rose crepe and Since, she has been teaching at borough were hosts at a lovely daughter, Evelyn. to Mr. W. C. at Model, later taking a business
a secretarial Parker,
Mrs. Maggie Stone, mother of the ..At present they will be at home
her bouquet was sweetheart roses Golden Pond.
May course and is now iii
Mr Wilmuth, one of the city's breakfast at the home of the lat- Parkman, Wednesday night,
Maud Tansee Fangel-Mrs H. honoree, Misses Ruby and Ethel wittithe groom's parents.
Mason
the
position
at
Wililam
and violets,
ter. Covers were laid for Misses IO. at 8 o'clock. The ceremony was Memorial Hospital. For the cereyoungest outstanding athletes, is the son
Mrs. Wallis is the
Wilmuth of Graves. Mrs. W. H. Graves, Miss solemnized at the home of Mra. mony the bride wore blue with
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.. Hillard of Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
IIMIIIIIIIIInuinNI
Carrie Allison. Mrs John Rowlett, Joe Wellings at Ozarige Park by white accessories.
Kennedy. She finished at Murray Bertranci. Itao.
Crawford
.Mrs.
Loyd.
J.
-Mason,
Rev.
Rob
Mrs.
Mason.
Will
Mrs.
They have an apartment at the
The bridegroom is the son of Mr.
High Scheel in '29 and had ..orie
Mrs. A. M. Wolfson, Mrs- Vernon. and Woodrow S. Martin of. Lakeyear 'at lattatray State College. home of Me and Mrs. H. L. Hortin. Hale. Mrs. Mary McCoy Hall. land, and- a few other relatives and Mrs. Carl Lovett, of Murray.
and is now employed at the CovSince she haat held a position at
Mrs. Harry Sledd. and Mrs W.-- J. and friends were present.
ington . Brothers Wholesale Co. He
the Murray. Bank. She is one of Alumni Group Meets
The bride was becomingly atCaplinger.
is a well known young man of
the city's most capable and lovtired in a pink and blue outfit,
Wednesday
able young women.
with matching accessoriea.
Reception Given At
The Ahanni Association of MurMr. Wallas is the son of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Parkman left imWells Hall
Mrs. 'Jesse Wallis. He also fin- ray State College met last night
mediately for a short wedding
ished at Murray High School in at Wells Hall with one of the best
The Murray- State College racal- trip, and are to return today. They
the calla-of 'M and received his attendances in recent years. In ty were hosts at a reception at will be at home to their friends
THRIFTY or BIG M
LYONT BEST
degree. fratnaMurray State College the absence of the president. Car- Wells Hall . Sunday afternoon at at 316 south Virginia avenue.
in June, .1935. He is a popular man 'Graham. who is recovering 4:30 o'clock for the senior class. " Mrs. Parkman formerly was with
2424young business man, owning in- from an operation. C. H. Gentry. their parents and friends.
Beta's beauty shop, and Mr. ParkPound
Pound
terest with his father in Wallis' McCracken county. presaled. The
Standing in the receiving line man is connected with Hammond
Sack
Grocery. A venatile person lw -Meeting was opened by . Max R were Dean A. B. Austin, Dr. and Jones. Inc.
Sack
Roth have many
has often taken leading parts in Hurt. "1
Mrs. J. W. Carr, Ile:Land Mrs. G. friends who will join in wishing SNOWDRIFT LARD,
The•. -group was -arranged in C. Brewer. -Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. them every happiness.- Lakeland
$1.06
dramatics.
6-16. bucket
STANDARD PACK
They will • make their home inaelasae& and an enjoyable occasion B. L Trevathan, T. H. Stokes. Dr. i Fla.) Ledger & Star Telegram.
C. Call; FANCY, White
Bantam
LUX TOILET SOAP,
was,. had, Many came frorm great and Mrs. G. T. Hicks. and Dr. -and
20c
3 bars .
•
distances to meet agatn with their Mrs. Chas. Hire.
Mrs. Parkman is a niece of Mrs.
(Deluxe Painting Free)
3 NO 2
2 NO. 2
former
classmates and .renew
Special music was enjoyed.
E B. Hotistan. Dr. F. E. Crawford
friendships. An oiaborate .. menu
Punch and wafers were served and Will Washer, of this county. 15-16. peck POTATOES 14c
CANS
COFFEE, fresh ground,
was enjoyed.
• • • •
,
from a pretty table in one of the
14c
Dr. J. W carr. president Raw small parlors. Assisting in • sera. Miss Elaine Ahart
1 lb.
the principal address- that was ing were Miss Elizabeth Lovett",
40c
3 lbs.
Entertains
CHUM
C. CLUB FANCY RED
FANCY PINK
received. Dr. Carr reviewet Miss Mildred Botto. Mrs. A. F.
KRAUT, No. 2 1-2 can,
7 1-2 oz. Stuffed Olives 15c the success of the college this year Yancey, Mrs. Walter Blackburn, Misses Elaine Ahart and Mozelle
25c
3 for
Linn were joint host at a lawn
and explained The fature -needs of and Miss Evelyn Slater.
TALL
14 oz. Tomato Catsup, TALL
19c
• ••• •
party last Thursday night in honor CRACKERS, 2-1b. box
.made
'Were
college..
Remarks
the
Sa
•
CANS
20c value
CANS
CAN
POWDER,
.
C.
K.
BAKING
The Physics Club of Murray of. the relief forte of Calloway
T. la -Stokes, member of the
1 D sit's% 29c by1 at• BI
25c
•
3 10c cans
board of regents. and Mrs. Laurine State College had a picnic Satur- county:
Pt. Welch Crape Juice 19c Lovett.,. former member of "the day at the Wells Camp at Fort Early in the evening a delight43c
2 25c cans
STANDARD SLICED
Standard Crushed or Broken Sliced
Vacuum Packed T. T.
board. Dr. Henry Lester Smith. Hyrnon,
ful picnic lunch was served on the
Lunch, was enjoyed at the noon spacious lawn, 'followed by games
or 7-Day Coffee .... 2,5c who -gave the address this mo 2 NO.2 NO.
-- i hour" and out 'door sports and and contests. Mrs. Hugh Gingles
ing. was intrOd.uced_
a -Quarter _pound. 1.,i_plois •
.renerwritg-the---naateeluiii_garnes ThroiTg-h-but the day,
won the prize tot the aatarieYrs.
Tea.
,
The sti-iaer-igavse
- lanter-ns the yawning thg_ _agar,.
I lb. Hershey's Cocoa .. 13c a business seamen was held.
In and Mrs Chas', Hire and Prof, was invited into the dining room
Corn,
:Fresh Field
and Mrs. A. F., Yannya .
where the table was loaded with
• • •• l 35c "Has Golden Wedding '
per dozen
strawberries ariii Whipped cream.
Miller-Daniels
Lemon's, per dozen .. 12c AVerssry
Wedding
Sweet anns and laikspur were used
•
,
Announced
.
- New Cabbage, right .off
as I centerpiece.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Miller. of
I
SWI 5 PR
•ry and
.ihe hill, 4 lbs.,
‘een cbc,
lase hosts were asststed In - servMr -and "-Mrs. --E-- -Dallas -Miller.
New Potatoes, 8 lbs.... 20c.jenjoyed their Golden Wedding An- of Hazel. announce the marriage ing by Misses Lucile 'Harris and
DEUC.ATaSEPUMEATS
Inisa.ri Sunday. May 26. Some of their daughter, Rozelle .Eliza- Lorene Spiceland
6'doz. Head Lettuce,
relatives and frie.nds gathered beth. and Di. Rictard DanieLs.
Those present were:
_a per head
sc at the home to honor them. A The marriage was solemnized at Mr. and Mrs. Currie H. Lockett.
.
h
bunc
per
Carrots,
ruitacloer ..dinnerawasaena the home of -Dr.- and Mrs. Julian Mrs. Lois Warterfield,- Mr. and
6 pkgs. Arm and Hammer.- joyecrand -in- any useful: gifts were ' Dismukes. Paducah. Saturday, May. Mrs. Herman Doron. Mr. and Mrs.'
Soda
19c presented Mr. and Mrs Milleisa7.-- .25. • The bride as attended by her Hugh Gingles and son Billie. Mr.
Mrs: Mary Hutchins. who Was sister. Mrs. Dismukes. and Dr. Dis- and 1 Mrs. Harmon Ross, Mr. and
25c
Fig Bars, 2 lbs.
Mrs. Audrey Hurley, Mr. arid Mrs.
Humko Lard, 8 lbs. .. $1.05 maid of honor at. their wedding. mukes was best man.
was present for the. occasion.
Ted Ross, Mr. and Mrsal- Fredis
Mrs. .Daniels. an attractive an
Swift's Pure Lard,
$7.60 Among -those attend;ng were also capable young woman, is now as- Chambers, Mr. and Mrs. Gianath
50 pounds, fresh
4
their four. children Mrs. J. E. Mor- sistant to the registrar at Murray Owens.
Pure Lard, can .
os, Omaha. Neb.. Mrs. 0. 0.'Alex- State' College in which capacity
Miss Nova Dodd. Miss Voline
H. A. Miller and John Tom she will continue. . .
Pool. Miss Ruth Lassiter. Miss MoWHERE PRICES TELL and wider.
Millet. an of the county. "
Dr. Daniels is the son of the zelle Linn. Miss ha Gray ,Linn.
QUALITY SELLS
late Dr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Daniels of Boston: Mass. He has -been
resident physician at the Mason
Memorial Hospital.
They will arake their, home in
Murray.
Mashes Mildred And Margaret
Graves Are Given Parties

IL

4

7
•

by vc:31

a

Kroger Pig* Wiggly Stores

mocurpoonapoo
TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

FLouR

79c
23c

99c

gr Golden

CORN

T.L.SMITH PURE1
FOOD STORE

•

19rTALL21c2
SALMON

173

Swift's Branded Beef,
Choke Steaks, Chops.
Dressed Spring, Chickens.
Cold Meats and Salads
for the Picnic Lunch
Phone 37 We Deliver
DEICICIEDOEIgOl32

1

UTOTEEM
MURRAY and HAZEL
MATCHES,6 boxes
Sc

20c

I

9

as_c_Azis

i

LETTUCE, fresh crisp,
head .....

23è

Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Carr were
at horne to -the college seniors_on
Tuesday evening.
Pink roses were artistrcally arranged in the different rooms
Klecarically lighted Japanese lay terns were strung on the Li.•.
where additional chairs .were arranged in groups.
la the receiving' line which . was
formed in the living room were'
Dr. and Mrs. Carr. Mr.' and Mrs.
B. L Trevathan, Mrs. Va, S Swann.

COFFEE, Maxwell House,
85c
3-1b. can
NEW POTATOES,9 lbs. 20c
2c COFFEE, Luzianne,
NEW CABBAGE, lb.
78c
can
LEMONS,each .
--Follow the Crowd
COFFEE, Mare*,
to
15-oz. pkg..
67c
3-14. can
TEA, quarter-pound
55c
2-1b. can
I2c Del Monte,,
Temple Carden
SODA, Arm-end-Hammer,
LARD, 8-lb. carton
. 10c
..
3 boxes
$1.08
compound
BAKING POWDER,
-PEACHES in Syrup, -r
18c "Where You Can Buy Marc
25c size -K.:C.
iSc
2.1-2 sizet.can
' for Your Money" -__
SOAP, Palmolive or
PEACHES, fancy evapor13c SUGAR, 10 lbs. Pure
I Oc
Camay, 3 bars
ated, lb.
50c
cane
6c
pkg.
JELLO, all flavors,
CORN, Pride of Ill.,
COFFEE, fancy Peaberry,
11c
No. 2 can
35c
2 pounds for
MARSHMALLOWS,
15e KRAUT, Medium Size,
TEA, "Hollywood,"
1-16. pkg.
19c
half pound
25c
4 Cans
PINEAPf_LE,
size,
large
LEMQ_NS,
17c FLOUR, 24-lb. bag„ ,
2 1-2 size can
19c
dozen
79c, 83c, 95c and $1.00 FLOUR, 24 lbs.
PEANUT BUTTnR, pt. 15c
• '76c
guaranteed.-'
SALAD DRESSING, pt. 18c SORGHUM, gallon,
39c and 45c FLOUR,'White Frost,
FANCY SUGAR PEAS,
$1.00
24 lbs.
.i5c SOAP, 10 bars Octagon 23c SALAD DRESSING, qt. 29c
No. 2 can
15c
PICKLES, Sour, qt.
CHICK STARTER, .
PIMENTOES, Del Monte,
33c BEETS, Libby's No. 2 1-2
10c -10-16. bag
7 1-2 oz- can .
10c
can
CHICK SCRATCH GRAIN,
ICE CREAM SALT,
28c
. 10a • 10 lbs.
'
Highest Market Prices Paid
5-13). box
at all times for EGGS,
ROLLED OATS, MAL, (Famous 01451c • HAMS, and COUNTRY
10-lb. bag '
' Wizard) can ". "i 45c
BACON
HORSE and MULE FEED,
LARD,'compound,
$1.75 Rudolph Thurman
100-16. bag
$6.20
48-lb. can . ,

ANE of the surest

tir building up resistance to illness is to eat plentaa of pure, fresh
dairy

products.

Call

191,

Sour or Dill PICKLES,
Quart Jar

Stuffed OLIVES,
10-oz. jar ...........23c

Embassy SALAD DRESSING
25c
Quart Jar

15c '

WESCO TEA, Special Blend
fc.r Iced Tea
Half-pound package . 23c

25c

'C. Club GRAHAM CRACK, 12c
ERS, 1-lb. box
PEAS, Standard Pack,
No. 2 can

SUPER SUDS,3 pkgs. . .1).5c

EATMORE OLEO

and

have us deliver to you daily-

Fancy
Sugar
Cured

Sunburst Pasteurized Milk

Fancy
Sliced
B'fast

ECONOMY

FANCY
SUGAR
CURED

handled with- every. precaution that you may haVe
safe, pure milk for your table and cooking.

USE, SUNBURST
PASTEURIZED

Return- Milk
Bottlert
When you huy a bot
tie of milk. tonassume
an obligation to see that
the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or .rhe rrocery
from ?ditch you }might
the milk.

Murray Milk Products Co.
---- Telephone 191 -

Parvin Blalock ,

25c

2 LBS
Small Sides 1"

BACO
BA N _, ,g,. , nu,l!eod.tvate
c

Half or Ni,/,./;01e
Pound.

BACON BUTTS

Fancy No. 1
Wiconsin
CREAM

SUNBURST

E
CHEES
BANANAS
LEMONS

'

22c

POUND

27c
Sc
lc
TOMATOESpou2nds 25c
Pou
'
ds_

GOLDEN YELLON4
Dozen
6E0

EAcH

FRESH

••

••
- •

Male'es* poosS,

-;TT•tie

ak .

•

10c

GINGER SNAPS lb 10c

of

methods

PALMOLIVE SOAP,
Enter the Free Tour-to-Europe Contest, 3 rs . 13c

DOGGIE DINNER or
CALO DOG FOOD,
3 16-oz. cans

EAT
DRINK
HEALTH

Scants Are Entertained By
Dr. And Mrs. Ja W. Carr

DRINKS----Ginger Ale, Lemon Soda; Lemon Lime,
Strawberry Soda, Root
• Beer, Orange Soda, Lime
Rickey25c
3 24-oz. bottles

4•11.-

•
'

-

--a

_

"•••-•-o- •

•

••••

^

-

sago

•
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-ful to all interested In gardens.
enthusiastic
an
Wolfson,
Dr.
nature lover, was appreciatively
Campbell
and
Mis.s- Margaret
received by his audience. Mrs.
.4,4411 ae4e4- se Oia
Upchurch gave a delight(Norge
cek end fur New York City
fully informative discussion of
here they will study at Colum"V6estern Kentuckyo*Treea."
University this summer.
The club was entertained with
Miss Lillian Hollowell will study
an unusually beautiful music proluring the summer at New York
gram which was arrdhged by Mos.
Miss Naomi Maple
lniversity.
L. R. Putnam. All of those apOn Thursday ,afternOon, May 23. pearing on the program were
ill enter Columbia IfirIversity for
the Magazine Club held its month- talented artists and each executed
he last half of summer schooL
•• • • •
ly meeting at the home of. Mrs. his number in a manner which,
Bonnie Houston in college addi- delightegi the. hearers. The proutterworth-Sims
tion. with Mrs. Leland Owen as the gram follows: "Country Gardens,"
Marriage
host. The president, Mrs. C. A. arranged by Percy Granger, played
Announcement has been made of Bishop, was in the chair.
by Mrs. G. T. Hicks. Two ',dicer
The home, beautiful with many solos. "In .Luxenumbarg Gardens",
the marriage of Miss Kathryne
of
Sims
James
Mr.
to
utterworth
spring flowers, provided a lovely "Believe Me If All Those EndearLynn Grove. The ceremony was setting far thc garden program ing Young • Charms", by Loren
Saturday
afternoon,
which was given. Dr.-A. M. Wolf- Putnam. A flute solo, "Spanish
performed
May 18; at Dresden, Tenn. The son, Professor of biology, spoke Waltz" by Miss Mae Balbach. Mr.
popular young couple were at- most Interestingly on the subject Roy Darnell was the accompanist
tended by Mr. and 'Mrs. Eugene "Garden Flowers and . their Land for Mr. Putnam and Miss Balbach.
of Origin." .and :discussed also
Rogers. ,
A delicious salad course was
The bride is the daughter of Mr. "Western KentuckY Wild Flowers served to the fifty members and
and Mrs.. buther-Butterworth. Foe. in- our Gardens". • His. remarks guests by the hostess, who is herthe cerembny the bride'was attired were considered tc.'be :siery help- self a garden enthusiast and the
owner of- one of Murray's loveliest
flower gardens. The guest list included the following:
by the Federal Deposit Insurance CcittioratIon of Washington-D. C., up ..Mrs, italph _Stanfield. Los AngeSOUND BANKING.
Iii $5.000.00 and by our TWELVE YEARS
les. Calif., . Mrs. Warren Swarm,
Mrs. Currie Lockett, Mrs. H. B.
Bailey, • Mrs. O. J. Jennings, Mrs.
Charles Farmer, Mrs. E. J. Beale,
Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. Barber McElrath. Mrs. Rob Mason, Mrs. Wm.
Mason. Mrs. Henry Holton, Mrs.
Diltz Holton, Mrs. J. C. Barr, Mrs.
Bondurant, Mrs. Houston, Miss
Lillian H011Owell, Miss Ola Brock.
eachen To Study During
Summer

MeCord.
id Gerald
is, Gene
Dee Phil-

dm. Jake
inn, Mrs.
Henry G.

Pact anof their
Fred Hart
riage was

wpolis,

6

May

were Miss
the groom
s of Mur-

ctively atpink crepe

if Mr. and
laze.
se at home
s.

es

in a dainty frock of blue and white
with accessories to match.
The bridegitoom. is' the bon of
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sims.
--The NeeK-!merlin couple are making their home with the bridegroom's parents of Lynn Grove.
• • • • 4e
Mrs. Leland Owen Hest
To Magazine Club

SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is"INSURED
or

Miss Winifred Keys To Spend
Vacation In Europa

rH1N
Mnfe-MOtiefi

lc
lc

Miss Winifred Keys will tour
Europe during her summer vacation. „
She will go with a small party
of select college boys and girls to
be chaperoned by Mrs. Annette
eyofwiM
llem
erin
ock
BrTh
c
sfib
l isiroTm
New York
on July the 3rd on an Italian
steamer, the "Aturivia" and will
cruise
have
Mediterranean
a
before touring fourteen .11101Pean
coontries. They will return to the
United States September the first.
'..
. . -.. - .--; _...a.iiir_e_ -ii. . .
•••••
- novely Tea-Ts Given - For Senior Co-Eda

The Thrifty Squirrel HAS
something because he
puts it away in a SAFE
place, LEAVES it there
and takes out only what
he NEEDS.
Follow HIS example.

'ACK

:HUM

Oc

PEOPLES SAVINGS
-BANK -

THINTI

Murray, Ky.
HAVE'

Make Our Bank YOUR Bank

THINK!

HAVE MONEY!'•

Miss •Maryleona Bishop and Miss-

o-Eu13c

SING
25c

A Genuine
IGIDAIRE '35

23c
CK12c

Terms so easy
you can't afford
to be without one

. 10c

.:25c
=sr

5c

iC
2c

Tc
ic
1c
ic

another day

KOLDCHEST
MODEL
Cash Price-Installed

$85.50 •

Mrs Lester Farmer was host till The cast includes:
tie- Book and 'Skiing* Club at
Dr. Aristotle, dean of the colhei home on Main street.
lege. Earl Douglass.
Jake, the hired help,• James
- A friendship quilt was started.
.tiat.. afternoon a plate Smith,
Miss Frederica, assistant to the
lunch was served.
fly ANN PAGE '
dean, Emma Douglass.
Nine members were present.'
meats but pork are somewhat
Fluff, Bertha, Jean, Belle, stu- A LL
Mrs. Elizabeth Roberts Farmer
cheaper this week, with lamb
dents at Brixton Academy, Anna atilt the best value. Firoiling and frywas a visitor.
Mary Rudd, Reba Ford, Mildred ing chickens are comparatively inexpensive. Eggs are moderate In price
Mrs. Joe Baker gave an inform- Swann, Rubena Ford.
Michael Pemberton, just back and continued cool weather has kept
al silver tea at her home Tuesday
their quality unusually ftne. Summer
afternoon for Members of the from Paris. Charles Baugh. .
sausages are in season.
' Prof. Percival Courtwright, in
Catha Lee Clark circle.
There are many excellent values
Cut flowers and ferns decorated need of fun, Harold Douglass.
available In vegetables including spinJimmy Anderson, in need of a ach, string beans, Carrots, beets, new
the rooms.
potatoes, cucumbers. white turnips,
friend, Buren Jeffrey.
An ice course was served.
Patricia, also returning from summer squash, and asparagus,..CabNine were present and $2.35 was
bage and onions are again a bit highParis, Modest Clark.
received.
er., Lettuce and tomatoes are rather
Madame Fifi. a Paris actress, high.
Dulcie Mae Swann.
Cantaloupe and watermelons are
Hubbard-Dinning
The proceeds will be used for cheaper. A watermelon is Just the
Marriage Wednesday
thing for a holiday picnic. Blackberthe benefit of the church.
ries and cultivated huckleberries are
Announcement has beeil made
In market, supplementing the supply
of the marriage of Miss Ruth HubAt .the health clinic held last of strawberries. Lemons are cheap.
bard to Mr. Houston .Dinning week..for 4-H'Club members, .Miss Peaches are in market but are exhich took, place yesterday ill a Tennie Wilson Rogers was ill-aged pensive and not yet really gbod.
Walk_ cerejn,ony in.. which Miss the .., heelesiest girl in Cislioway - Heenan three menus mad up from
Nevi Dinning became the bride of county. Her score was 98.5, The 3emonable foods adapted to different
Judget levels:
Gordon' Dougherty, Nashville.
winner is entitled to a free trip
-••
Mrs. Dinning is the daughter of to Lexington during Junior Club
Low Cost Dinner
Mr. and Mia. R. L. Hubbard, of Week, Miss Odine Swann, presiBrowned Potatoes
:buck Roost
-Mayfield, at,id is a graduate of .dent of the Lynn Grove 4-H Club
Beets and Beet Tops
-blurt* S#tel.C.pllege. While - in. 'will ,go to Lexington also as a rep-Bread and Butter
Banana Tapioca Cream
'college' MreDintrifig 'made an en- resentative of her club.
- To- Milk
Tea or Coffee
viable scholastic standing and was
The two delegates will go with
Murray State's new stadium is
endeared to a host of friends. Since County Agent J. T. Cochran, along
Medium Cost Dinner
nearing completion. The bleachers
graduation she has been employed with delegates from the four clubs
Baked Broiling Chickens
on the east side of the field have
as teacher in the Graves county in the county.
Green Beans been finishd.
reamed Potatces
schools.
Bread and Butter
While they are not so large al
Strawberry Shortcake
.Mr. Dinning is the son of Mr.
Milk
Coffee
or
Tea
those on the west side; they will
and Mrs. H. A. Dinning, of Melreatlily accommodate all the visither, and is *ell known in Calloway
Very Special Dinner
stat will come to mot for their
:
s tt
teram
o
comity. He formerly taught at the
Jellied Bouillon
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ifugh
New Concord High School where
Fried Chicken with Cream Gravy
Carrots and Peas
-he built one of the best net Story and to Mr. and Mrs. Harmon ?arsley Potatoes
Work is now progressing on the
Tomato Salad
teams in the county. Mr. Dininng Farmer, beautiful daughters. Also
field itself. A track is to run all
Rolla
Butter
and
Is a graduate of the agriculture there hiS been born a lot of squall
the way around the field. The
Orawberry Ice Cream Sponge Cake
college of the Univeristy .of Ken- boxes near Coldwater lately. Precinders are beitit placed conMilk
Coffee
tucky and is now teaching at paring-for war, in time of peace
veniently for the work and the
Bing Crosby and Kitty Carlisle,
Mrs. Martin Young and son of
task of spreading.. them will soon
whose singing and comedy capers Beidland.
blame
this
that
trouble
the
lialf
Detroit are visiting her parents,
.
begin.
proved so effective in "She Loves
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Christenbers creek has caused the public!! .
Me Not," are paired again in a Large Crowd View
Ot
preach
will
Hurley
Z.
L.
Is
"Here
Paramount picture. It's
ry. Sam saw -his grandson for the
Presidents Review
My Heart," which Is playing a refirst time whose name is Larry Goshert 201. E. Church first Sunday It l'ays to Read the liaseitletk;
turn engagement Today and Fri"The President's Review For the Dale. age 3 months. Walter Pierry in June at 10:45 a. m. and Charley
day at the Capitol Theatre, with
songs by Ralph Rainger and Leo Seniors" at the college stadium said that Sam was so over-joyed
Robin, who composed the hit tune was one of the outstanding fes- that they had to administer, hypo"Love in Bloom,"
tivities of commencement week.
dermic injection..
The evenings program was made
Ten cents worth of bayrum
Carrie Allison assisted' in receiving up of bits of art from the musk. cents worth of glycerine and g
dramatic, and athletic departments. cents worth.- of -14g sulpbur in a
_
_
.414,1&_14,ing_ro_om.
Parr": "the Grand ofd
pint of tarn water win-kW-ore--Miss Susan Peffer and Mrs. G T.
and the seniors sat in a body and premature gray' hair; apply 3 times
Hicks presided at the tea table
were joined, by a large audience. a week.,
which was lovely with a centerThe colorful effect on the green
We wish that Jake Dunn, our efpiece 'of roses, pink tapers, a lace
turf and under the spot lights was ficient road and bridge man would
cloth, and silver table accessories.
most 'spectacular.
build a 14-foot bridge across the
They were aided in serving by
College enthusiasts hope that Cook branch. It would take me
Miss Ruth Sexton, Miss, Frances
thie will be an annual affair.
an hour in the pulpit to tell of
Sextet'and Mrs. C. P. Pool.

L

SUNDAY DINNER
SUGGESTIONS

DUET AGAIN

Murray Stadium Is
Being Completed

A SMALL DOWN
PAYMENT-BALANCE
AT THE RATE OF ONLY

MODEL D3-35
M illustrated and
described
Cash PriceInstalled

"Devon's Isle" Pleased
Spectators

Announcement has cone that
Miss BIrtildell Boucher won in the
Kentucky "Horatian Bi-millenium"
or Latin contest.
Every state in thc union holds
this contest and then they meet In
a national contest
Miss Boucher is a senior major
at Murray State College. Her victory was won on her translation
of an Ode of Horace's.
It is a signal honor for Miss
Boucher, the college, and Miss
Beatrice Frye head of the - Latin
department

"Devon's Isle", a dance pantomime presented by pupils of Mary
krane•as. Spear-ha the r,ollege-auditorium on Thursdiay evening was
beautiful in every -detail.
It was very artistic and pleasing
end was _complimented by an appreciative audience.
About fifty dollars was realized
by the Woman's Club. It will
go to the milk fund.

WHITE WAY
MARKET
Ovaltine

39c

1-lb. box Crackers
2-lb. box Crackers

12c

BUT THAT'S ONLY HALF THE GOOD NEWS
The instant your Frigidaire startsto
work it starts saving moneyfor you.
Actual savings records ofFrigidaires
in use prove thit Frigid:tire does
pay for itself- that even while
you're buying a Friidaireir's more
,
:conomical to have it in your
home than to do withouc it.

20c
95c

78c
24 Lb. Bag Flour
t000 Sheet Roll Toilet
-.Paper
1-lb can Hersheys Cocoa 15c
FLOWER POTS ... all sizes

Here's everything you need in an electric refrigerator. The fa MOUI St.per Freezer-plenty of icefast freezing-mid storage space-automatic ice
tray release-automatic reset defrosting-more
space for tall bottles.

This may seem too good to be true.
But we ask that you come in and
give us an opportunity to prove it
with accurate facts and fig4res.
Come in tomorrow. See the beautiful new Frigidaire '35's. Start
saving money now with the finest
Frigidaire ever built.

Johnson - Fain Music Co.

Lynn Grove News
-- -League To Dive Comedy
The Lynn Grove Epworth
League will present a three act
comedy-drama "Oh Proteeoir" in
the auditorium of the high school
on Saturday evening, June 8.

Mrs. Jack Beale Jr. opened her
home for an all day meeting of the
M. E. Missionary Society to which
she belongs.
Needlework was engaged in.
A Dutch lunch was enjoyed at
the noon hour.
Present were:
Miss Rennie Rowlett, Mrs. Solon
Higgins. Mrs. J. T. Cochran, Mrs.
Dale, Mrs. Alderdice, Mrs. 2. D.
Sexton.
Miss Anna Gipson, Mrs. C. H.
Bradley, Mrs. Bob Gatlin. Mrs. E.
B. Newman. Mrs. Jirn Dulaney.
Mrs. Jack Beale Jr.

Lynn Grove Flour

SEE IT TODAY

22
t
Dr.
icer
the
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the
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yrie
drs.
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to
still

FOR

Saturday Specials

$1.05

MI%

Stella Gossip

The A. A. U. W. was host at a
tea at 'Macon Manor' Friday afternoon in compliment to the college
co-eds who are receiving degrees
this year.
Artistically arranged bouquets of
Special music was furnished by
roses added to the beauty of the W. H. Fox, Warren Angell. M. E.
specious rooms which were thrown Meyer, Miss Myra Peek and the
together for the occasion. ei
college girls' quartet.
Standing in the receiving line
More than a hundred 'called.
•• •
_ • 1,_
were Mrs. W. N. Mason, Mrs. J. W.
_
Miss
HoTrowell,
LiTfran
/4iiii
riff,
.Miss Blondell Boucher Wins
BeatriceoFry,e,and Mile; John RowState. Lat,in Contest
.

Have Your Money
SAFE in Our Bank

Sliced

_
- - •Chadwick at Coldwater Baptist
Church at the same hour.
Owx two large- cotton wood
trees -shed off about 40 pounds of
and Cotekeek, Y
itott
cOtTin
-Zers.sto"
tan
the 20th of April to the 15th of
May didn't do a thing but rot!
Josh 'Ellison' told me three years
ago that it was disastrous to "rush
the season". Dog-gone the luck.
By request Dr. Rufe Wrafher of
Bldg., Amarillo,
Amarillo
324
Texas. sent me by mail a group of
extra good pictures of himself and
Frank, Bob and Bert Wrather.
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Mills and
Richard, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Ibtorgan, Mr. and Mrs. Joel Cochran
heard the baccalaureate sermon by
Elder G. C. Brewer of Memphis
Sunday afternoon. The entire program made me wonder in great
admiration. It was in the grand
auditorium of Murray State College.
Now I most:"get off "cif the air"
and get :to-,..ray..

, SEE OUR OIL COOK
STOVES
Plow gear, Flame Strings,
Back Bands, Hoes and
Rakes, Forks and
Diggers
See us for all kinds of Fresh
Meats, Home Killed
and K. C.
We Select the best cows and
veals for good meat.

•"r"

Twine

FAIN & BELL
WE DELIVER

Swann's Grocery '

os alike

SPECIALS
35c

2 lbs. VEAL CHOPS
BEEFSTEAK, 2 lbs.

BEYOND COMPARISON
FOR

BLOWOUT PROTECTION
NON-SKID SAFETY
LONG MILEAGE

BUILT

of the highest
quality materials by the most
skilled workmen, the Firestone
High Speed Tire is the
Masterpiece of Tire
Construction. It has a record
of proven blowout protection,
tests
non-skid safety and dependability in the severest tire
known.
of
Extra safety and extra service are the result
Two
-Dipping
Gum
patented construction featuresand
extra layers of Gum-Dipped cords under the tread
in
only
used
tread
flat
husky,
designed,
scientifically
the
Firestone Tires.
Come in today and equip your car before you start on
your holiday trip.
1.

35c

1

Prier

5.00-17

'Ail..

rrire

rrie•

,
$ir

9.751 I 5.25.1811D....$12.20
5,0-.13_1111,-- 12.75
4..59-11-...„.. 10.7
14.30
6.00-17HD_
$.35 L 5.50-19
11.2011

4.50-21_, $7.75

, 5.2548.. $

Other Sizes Proportionately Lute

Compare These Values With Any Tires Made -See Now
Firestone Advantages in Securing Raw Materials, Efficient
Manufacturing and Economical Distributicn, With One Profit
From Raw Material to Car Owner, Save You Money

FIRESTONE
CENTURY PROGRESS

KANSAS CITY STEAKS

Size

FIRESTONE,
oonstiD TYPE

Size Price

l'rice

91$7.30
1.50-21
1,.71.17.75

Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

p t.:W-21 $6.651
(.71-19

7.05

FIRESTONE

'FIRESTONE
SENTINEL TYPE
; Size

COuirIER TYPS

Price

'Size

l

1.50-2191S6.05,
'.t.75-1

Other Sizes Proportionately Low

.....
PrLi.se

'14.46.21 S4i211
14.50-21i 'SAS

•

***** Listett to lhe Volts, of Firessone--leatarin Richard
night
("Oaks, Gladys SwartboaL at Nelson Eddy-rrery Monday
A Pee Myr Prograw
over N. B. C.-WEAP Network •

Shroat Bros.

JACKSON PURCHASE Op._ Ca. ,

,MEAT MARKET
Free Delivery

to

SiRe

35e
lbs. SAUSAGE
PORK HAM, half or whole, lb. . . . 21c
PORK SHOULDER, half or Whole, 18c
yoound
.
-BEErCHUCKit0-4STO
1 lc
BEEF RIB ROAST,lb. 17c•
LARD, lb.
35c
FRYERS, dressed, lb.
28c
HENS, lb.
15c
SALT BUTTS, lb.

SEE US FOR LAWN MOWERS and WEED CUTTER

See Us fo'r Binder,

24-Phones--25
12 Juicy Florida oranges 25 or 30e
10 lbs. New Cabbage or pota25e
toes
Snowdrift . 3 lb., 55: 6 lbs. $1.05
or 80c5 lbs. Bulk Lard
$6.30
48 lb. Can Shortening
Fresh Bread. loaf
____ 5 or 10e
3 Cans Mackerel
2•ic
Tall Salmon, can
lOc
Orange Slices, Jelly Drops and
Chocolate Candy, fresh
10c
per pored
25c
Ralf pound Bliss Tea
1 Bbl, Guaranteed Flour ___ $5.00
25 Lbs. Salt
25e
50 Lb. Block -Salt
45c
Garden Seeds, intik and
packages. 100 treated Sweet
15c
Potato Plants
He
3 Palm Olive Soap

YOUR
HOLIDAY
TRIP

Incorporated

Phone 214

PHONE 208, 209

MURRAY, KY. '

•

Telephone 85

•

^

-

75

,e410,1P+4,11

.-

•
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0111.116011gellerenersasiesar
••
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- wi aten just as they want it
Eleventh Grade
--s7ay running from Paducah to caused one of his gunboats to placed in the Bowman
Bo
Cemetery"
i
With that ultimatum confronting
just
(Pile
and
Murray
mile.
withdraw
opt of
froma•action, feanful ot Are the people lying there forNe% it 6 Langstun
I him,
the
chaiaman
prepared
was
•
the accuracy of yeta Lire. nittturml
ei
gotten? wc tint taws-.patois Adf.
Twelfth Grade
_
• heillflilhitillilleiiii1=4/fireihea...ate
Albert Petty Thompson, the and destroyed immenav quantities satil) neglected where only a
hiCurol-14.)A
Martha N Well(Continued arum Page .iaineJ
acceptable tn a majority
only child of Samuel Connor of quartermaster, commissary and shrine should be to honor the
- --of
of the conurlittee.
Thompson and his wife Alice Pet- ordinance - stores; inflicted upon PIONEER. THE HERO, THE-CON•
Atwood, CadaE.Ta. It Scanlon, Miles I They would:
ty Tholinpeun fell at the Battle of him a lass of 27 killed and from TRIBUTOR TO THE HAPPINESS
BULLETIN
Williams, State Repiesentato e El-1 Plaae with the Comptroller Gen('hicago. Illionb
Paducah at the head of his corn- 70 to 80 wounded, besides captur- AND ADVANCEMENT OF ALL
iner C. Cook. John F....Kirkacy. Pa- I t" al acirnimatration
April 15, 1935
funds for
mania. CIA down by a cannon ball .ing 64 prisoners. Your own loss I THE WORLD.
fo,
Elmus J. Beale, Murray;I ars. ,onstruction urniertaken after
ftred from a gunboat on the raver. Indite ten killed and 40 wounded. • As the day approaches when the DIGEST OF EMPLOYMENT SITUATION:
--Gus P. Green. Mayfield. N. J..1-fht- Wheeler-and- Nei ia. darns: maw
hts--bndy lay -where tt feIl until
-me General commanding feel nation remembers its honored
The following table representes an accurate estimate of the
Gregory. Mayfield: M. 0. Wrather. wider construction. tire completed.
the .- battle was over and wus then proud cf his Division. He relies dead will a visitor set foot in the employment situation as of Sunday, April 14. 1935:
Murray; James Seay. Mayfield;
Let the,. Federal Power Commie.
tealne home..now known'as, apun your courage, fortitude. and Bowman Cemetery' Will a wreath Those over _65 busily engaged waiting for Townsend plan __ 25000,000
State Senator T. 0. turner. Mur- sion, instead of the TVA directors,
25,000,000
The Pines, three miles northwest discipline to hold this .portion of belaid. on the grave of Co Albert Those over 50 busily engaged hoping for Townsend plan
ray: T. L. Draffen. Maishall man- seaabliati a cost accounting ses-'4
of Paducah and was laid away in the'State of Kentucky aided as Petty Thompson and those .he Huey Lung followers busy being "every man -a king" __._ 10,000,000
ly; T. Sledd, Calluway, Hecht tern under which the TVA power Pennebaker Counts Birds, aa a, little graveyard on the place. You Will be by friends now flock- IcieecT?
10,000,000
Padre Coughlin followers busy absorbing hut air ..
Lackey. Paducah; H. T. Waldrup. "yardstick" would be determined.
At the 0:teeth of his father. March tag to your ranks.
5.000,000
parlor pinks busy raising hell
Swarm
Place
They
Into
and
.Curnmunists,
Socialists
Murray; R. W. Churchill. Murray:
Forbid gales of TVA power un28. 1870, Col. Thortipson'a body
(Signed' "C. A. Buford,
2.000.000
save their shirts
trying
to
busy
men
Business
of
Abode
and J.
Alexander, Cadiz., .
der the cost of production after
was exhumed and removed to the
Brigadier General P. A. C S.
4.000.000
Labor men busy trying to get business men's shirts
Bowman Cemetery and placed Official;
output increased selaidently to
New Dealers busy planning' how to secure the maximpt,,
REVEALS INTERESTING
WASHINGTON. May 28-Drastic carry the cost.*""
between his two wives Mary Jane
Thos. M. Crowder, Captain and
10,000,000
number of votes; by spending $4.880.000.
concessions were held out today to
HABITS OF CREATURES Bowman. born. June
Gave the power commission the
1831. mar10000.001
A. A. General."
Employees and Children
Government
Bureau
foes of TVA in a drive to permit right to decide whin TVA was
ried A. P. Thompson April 8, 18.52,
Just- three days before his death
2.000,00111
Brain Trusters busy on new experiments _.
a House vote this session, on ex- producing .
died April 8, 1853 and his second Col. Thompson was advanced to
-surples" power...
By Lather Goheen
2.000,000
for a candidate
looking
Republicans
busy
pansion of.the huge administration
Prevent TVA operations from
There are 3.113 chimney resifts wife Harriet A. Harding born Dec. the rank of Brigadier General and Sweaters and Letters Are Recom- Relief workers bass, digging holes
2.000.000
power program in the Tentwa.see harm_LyiDriY
18,
a836.
.married A. P. Thompson that is why on his tombstone ap2.000,000
siJss .lirtuvets in one chimney at Murray. Slate
mended for Members of Varsity'
Relief workers busy filling up same
already being developed in the College. This number was arrived October I. 1854. died Feb. 20, 1861. pears "Gen. A_ P. Thompson," but
------- 1.000,000
Aggregation.
Relief -workers busy investigating safety pins"With a compromise bill in his Tennessee basin, such is that of at by a count made recently by His only child Horace A. Thomp. his familiar title of Colonel
4
clings
White House relatives busy making hay pocket. Chairman McSwaifi .D- the Aluminum Company of Amer- Prof. G. B. Pennebaker. instructor son, borne him by his second wife, to his memory.
Seven students have been recom- Army and Navy officers busy advocating large armies
SCsa called the House military ica
.
Harriet A. Harding Thompsen; was
The Bowman Cemetery where mended for letters and sweatea
of biology of that institution.
25,0110
.
aa
and navies
committee into a secret session that
These birds inhabit a large ehim- born July 25. 1855, died Sept. 30. Col. Thompson is buried contains from the 1985 Murray Varsity tie- .Munitions Makers busy advocating larger armies
gave promise of renewing a bitter. MURRAY HIGH HONOR ROLL ney located on the ease side of the 1857, and was laid beside
.11
its about 25 graves most of them bating team of Murray College.
and navies
week-long battle over TVA Act
pioneer settlers of Calloway Counadministration building. Accord- mother.
2.000.000
Those to receive sweaters and Pacifists busy apposing larger armi_es and navies
First 'Grade
amendments,
Befork his death he was married ty. Hardings, Bowmans, Thomp. letters are James parker Miller, Unemployed iPericina' figures)
legato spectators the sky is dark5,000,000
McSwain's strategy called first 'ened in late , afternoon hy these a third time to Miss Mary Mayes, sons. Bourland and one more re- Hazel. Ky.. a junior in college;
15,863.102
Buddy
figures)
Unemployed
F.
of,
L,
4A.
for an attempt to asbutin from one
Valentine• •
cent that of Nathan Stubblefield Dudley Porter Jr., Paris, Tenn..
creatures of the air, as they fly May 21. 1862.
12,974.983
Unemployed (correct:figures)
Second Grade
of the TVA opponents a.mution to
around the chimney top before , His mother. Alice Petty Thomp- the inventor of the radio and sophomore; Joe Horrell. Bardutell.
Reba Jo Cathea
reconsider Atm 13 to 12 vote by
son died Dec. 20. 1877. and was whose grave lies very near that of Ky., junior. and Virgil Mitchell,
descending for the night.
124,999.998
..
which the committee, ambled last 'Mond! Farmer
The chimney they inhabit, which laid beside her husband near her Col. Thompson. It is a small pot Paducah. Ky., sophomore. The de125,000,000
Population of U. S. A.
Friday the TVA anyendrrtents that
of ground and is one of the most bate team is coached by L. J. Horis about 5 feet square and 50 feet son's grave.
124.999,996
Duly accounted for
Third Grade
already had passed throligir-the
The above .dates are taken from neglected places imaginable; it is an, journalistic" instructor and
.hagh. was formerly used fiat heat2*
.____
Number left to-do constructive work
Senate.
ing purposes at the college. but is his family Bible nowansathe posses- completely coveredv•with honey- member of the English department
• These two are you and I. and I. have ii sore finger, so you do it.
But one of the leaders of the,ins- .Minnie Lee Churchill
sion of Mrs. Rol Wyatt, R. D. No. suckle grown wild and matted be- of Murray State College.
now unused.
•
Sarah Ruth Rhodes
position. Representative .May
In reviewing the habits of the 3. Mayfield, Ky., who is a second neath ones feet a safe harbor for
Two sophomore debaters received
spent 2nd Saturday night and
Ky' reasserted -his group would
Ale-cia Farmer
snakes and creeping things: old letters for 1934-35.
chimney swift. Mr. Pennebaker cousin.
celebrated their birthdays at River
They were
not "give an inch" go on 'the conPasted in the Bible is a clip- cedars make it . a shaded, dark Hugh Phillips, Almo. and Sam Sunday with Clayton Mr. and Rouge Park SunTay. May 26. Mr.
gives the following characteristics
Joe Edward Starks
and
Parker
also
Clayton
Mrs.
troversial legislation uriles., it I
ping
from
spot:
lives:
the Most of the tombstones Boyd Neely, of Hazel. One student
a newspaper which
of their
Jackson's birthday was on the 24th,
. Fourth Grade
are leaning or down, that of miry- was given a letter for 19113-34 de- Ernest Jackson and Ada Moore Ws. Parker's 27th, and Mr. CourThe chimney swifts spend their reads as follows;
eveiti
spent
the,
dinner
took
J.
"The following ,order was resummers in the temperate region.
Thompson was leaning against bating, Robert Cecil Gentry. Paduaey's the 29th. Mr. Jackson only
Tom 'MacLean
'and rrtigsate south to Mexico and cently issued by the rebel Gen. the monument, standing sturdily, cah..a sophemore those who re- there.
had 21 candles on hia cake but
Bobbs Garrison
of her husband_
South America for the winter Buford:
ceived sweaters have been debatwhen he lemoVed his derbya -we
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Porter and decided 'to multiply the 21 by 2
How long since a flower was ing at least two years.
They build in hollow trees and . "Headquarters 2nd
Dinision
Fifth_ Grade
deserted chimneys. Their nests are
Forrest's Cavalry
For the past six years. the debat- little son spent Sunday with Mr. which would probably get the corMire rect age.
Mayfield, Ky., March 28. 1864
made of small sticks glued togething team of Murray has wen over and Mrs. Dub Bradford.
Isabel' Cain
•
er with saliva from their .rriouths.
"General Order No.
80 per cent of the debates in which Bradford is a daughtei of Mrs.
-----.-__.
vjan Lemb
Sell More _Trucks, Mere_ Above _
ldertye Parker. Ernest Jackson,
- These -birds. are often 'seen in- 'The General Commanding reit has engaged.
Quota Than Any. Dealer in
Frances Wilson
Read the Classified Column.
great numbers but they are not turns to the officers and troops
The team was handicapped this Lion Coursey and Mertye Parker
Their.Z,Oni: Vara Cholre.aa
,polygamous
They are very ac- of this division his congratulaa
year by a fiscal ruling which pr,o
Sixth Grade
tive on wing. and -prey upon earl: tions upon the success which has
hibited the debaters from leaving
Robert Smith and Earl Holland,
thus far attended upon their camoio. insects of the air,
the state.
of the Beale !doter 6:ra-31'e-caveats-I Martha Jo Crass
aallilen they _descend inlo a_ehim- paign into_Kenhicky._ The hard- STOMACH ULCER, q4.5
Ireee
Watkins
of the Ford Motor Co. fOr the'lre-a
ney for the night. those going in ships you bore upon a march INDIGES'TION victims, why sufdianapolis races this Week as
Fred Miitcan Wells
first anchor near the bottom, then alMost unprecedented from Tibbie fer' For quick retief get a free
COUNTY AGENT NOTES
awards for the sales of the Ford
Jane Hale
fill to the top as they enter. Sharp Station to PadUcah, in a week: sample of Udga, a doctor's preV-8 trucks. The Beale Motor:Co'. "George Ed Jones
claws and stubby tail feathers en- the devotion you have ever ex- scription, at Dale. 'Stubblefield &
sold more trucks above'their quota
The Mexican Bean Beetle
able -these birds - to cling to a hibited to the cause of freedom: Co.
Jy4p
than any dealer in - their - keine
Many requests for control of this
Seventh Grade
and the valor of our skirmishers
chimney 'will with great ease.
thereby winning the award for
As they leave their place of displayed in the attack upon the FOR SALE-Baby bed, good con- pest is coming into the office. If
Marjorie Shroat
both salesman and dealership. Mr.
abode in the morning, these birds fort at Paducah, call for the high- dition. Lift front. mattress. See a liquid sprayer ,is available one
Fiances Stedd
Holland sold, more trucks ,than
can do a fair job with an upturned
scatter in many directions, and are est admiration and praise of S'our Mrs. Ottis Valentine.
Eighth 'Grade
any one salesman in the zone.
nozzle so as to spray on the under
seldom seen again until late after- commander,.
FOR
RENT-one
7-room
house side of leaves. Use one pound
The Ford V-8 is the outstanding
Clara Waldrop
noon.
of
."At
doors'
the
very.
of
their
ready
now; one 9-room house magnesium arsenate
preference of 1 truckets,„ Mr. Hot. s Margaret Futrell
to 50 gallons
One of the most peculiar things homes. someof your cofnrads nave
ready. June 1, both near college. of eater or that
land states due to their' aeifuiele - Louise - Cable
proportion. A still,
about these birds is their ability laid down their lives to rescue
J. H. Farris, West Murray.
tfc better way :is the dust gun
ance on the road and under trying*
with
tea-11-Y on one-wing aa a times They Kentucky from the iron bill of
Helen Maker
conditions. For hard. daily perupturned
nozzle and use 1 pound
do this in order fo make..quick abolition, despotism and the vote BROOM CORN GROWERS-get
formance the Ford Vela-hagageseada • Solon G. Hale
calcium
arsenate one pound
.turria.. -__ . - '' ..1,, •. ,
of .the negroes. Among those your seed. You can plant until
.Virginia' McDougal
over.
the leader the-- contry
ti
Sulphur and four pounds of lime
whose faees are gone from us for- July 1 and make good. Brooms
"Our leadership-, in sales, I
Ninth Grade
'are High. Square Deal Broom (hydratedi. This dust should be
ever, we are forced to pay a tast- .
believe, is due - to the - iecognired
St. at Railroad put on late in the afternoon for
Sue Upchurch
ing regret to Atte memory of one Shop. Main
leadership of the Ford V4.a Mr:J7p best results. ,
brave, courteous, and beloved, Crossing.
Tenth 'Grade.
Smith stated. "It is true we have
whose merits as a citizen. M a
worked fervently for the award
Two hundred, corn-hog contracts
Sadie N. Jones
No. not forgotten: the United friend and as a soidier we all felt FOR SALE-I28 acres, good frame
but we .could_neveT have Peached
house, tobacco and stock barns all are ready to be shipped and those
Mary F. Petdue
Daughters of the Confederacy an dappreciated.
He
fell
as
a
the mark we did with any proin good' shape 40 acres timber. in this group should receive a
placed a tablet to mark the place stitcher deserves to fall. at the head
Rudolph Colson
duct but the Ford V-8. The cars
where he fell: his name is written of -his command-a hero regretted 40 to 50 acres good tobacco land. check early in this season. Group
Buchanan
aeatialier1
-ere' - also -ea/nitre
Price $1800 with $400 meth, _Bala
.and Gr'opp III will ba .worked
the-amiele of-hestory;
by -all: ,-CoL A. Pa Thdmpson. 3rd,
'
ltar0la : unning7naTh
NET-Smith s3iitf
placed. a teh foot monument over Kentircky Regiment Commanding I. 2. 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 years. out as soon as possible. Some of
his grave; and yet a party desir- the 3rd. Brigade will lona be re- 5 per cent interest_ See Finney this. 200 have not signed and may
ltp be delayed along with the others.
ing to stand by his graveside and membered by all who knew his & Hayes..
meditate- upon the' sacrifice he noble deeds and heroic death.
USED SEWING MACHINES-$5
Toba•co
made of his life-sit the battle of
"With a force less than that of and up. One used Singer $17.00
The 1934 marketing cards are
Paducah had a hard time to lo- the enemy within a stockade. with course in home sewing; one
Cate
burial place. although it. is you. in an exposed. position. with used vacuum cleaner with all the being prepared in County Agent's
office and notices are being sent to
wata
7..nes throw ad the high- skirmishers, silenced hs gulp; attachements. $70.50. Singer Sewmembers as soon as their card is
ing
Machine Co.: in
Love ready for signatures
Please act
Studio_
ltp promptly when notice arrives and
help
prevent a last minute rush
BABY CHICKS-see me at once
J. T. COCHRAN,
all heavy breeds $7.00; Big type
County Agent
Leghorn. $6.00.. We sell all kinds
of feed. We buy cream. College
Crest Hatchery. R. F.. Kelly.
Mgr,
J6c
Mr and Mrs. Elmus Norrea n
REAL ESTATE-See our list. More
than 100 places to select from.
Bargain prices, easy terms. Finney and Hayes. 1st National Bank
Bldg.,
ltp

Aurora Delegation Is
lietird in Washington

Latest Figures on Unemployment
Situation! It's Up to You!

_-

PROFESSOR SEES
3 113 SWIFTS IN
UNUSED CHIMNEY- Lakeu

a

SEVEN TO RECEIVE
DEBATING AWARDS

1

-I

WIN AWARDS ON
FORD TRUCK SALES

CIASSUJtED
AIDVIE114111151111

1

Friday and Saturday
May 31 anctJune 1
Are

Paducah
Strawberry
Carnival Days

Forgotten?

..„.

Which -Means-

--BIG SAVINGS ON DES!R ABLE
MERCHANDISE.
A BIG PARADE.

E. S. Diuguid & Son TURNE R'S
to
sE E

A PUBLIC WEDDING.

-A GALA DAY.

Detroit News

Closing Out

FOR TRADE-good T Model truck.
Have mule to trade for cow: See
, Dewey Lampkins at Turners
Basement.
M30p

tititfi'w
lot
0E144

. WANT TO BORROWa-$850, long
time; give lit Mortgage $2400
town home
Write address ABC
in care Ledger & limes.
tic

Still Going On

FOR SALE-two saddles,
anal woman's, most any
H. P. Wear.

Good weather checks the
crowd naturally

2•2

THEY'RE HERE and we're proud of them. 'Ise New STEWARTWARNER models are far and away the season's best values in modern
electric refriedation. Let us give'you.the facts about "S7rjety-Zotie"
...refrigeration and the combination of advanced features that makes
safer food storage possible. For a limited time we will make • liberal
allowance for your old ice box in trade and arrange law monthly
terms to suit your convenience. By all means get STEIVART•WARNEP
• prices before you buy soy electric refrigerator.

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION

I have been selected on the
delegation to Washington to bear
the AURORA DAM petition, but
will be back on the job Monday
with renewed efforts, Providence
permitting, and push it through.
In the meantime my clerks will
carry on and serve you.

T. 0. TURNER
IWW•iful•••••••.......1•12.2••••121.1.

a....

Don't Fail to Be There! _

In Honor of Our
Soldier Dead

man's
price.
ltc

FOR SALE-almost at your price
some good thaw cases and counters. Wear Drug Co.
Itc
FOR SALE-Soy
Beans, good,
clean 11.25 bu. Wheat binder
$40.00. _T. A. Beaman,
ltp

We bow our heads today in reverent memory and respectful tribute to the soldier dead of all wars.
They gave their all in order that we might have the rich benefits
of the greatest detnivracy on earth and we sincerelrhonor their memory.
111„
From the Revolution to the World War our section of this gr4at
country has never shirked its responsibility, Neither shall we ever
shirk our responsibility as your bank.

FOR SALE-Registered Durocs at
(armers' priceaa Johnston Bros..
Ben/on. Ky.. Mute 5.
: ltp
FOR REIIIT-'i-room house on S.
Ithh St., near College. Garden
spot. :garage. Cow pasture. See
Elmer -or Edgar Wilkinson.
ltp
FOR SALE-one real good 1928
Chevrolet& Coach. licensed. See
Jennings Turner at Coldwater. lp

We Want Your Business and Will Take Good Care of It

FOR RENT-one furnished room,
with' or without board. Mrs. Lula
Wall. West-Poplar street.,
ttp

"ba‘kk os XNAmax2

RENT-Rattle' apartment
FOR
beds. Mrs. Birdie Harrison, 215
South Third Street.
• ltp

MEMBER FEDERNL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
All Accounts Insured Up to $5,000.00

ateala WANTED for Rawleigh
Route of 800 families. Good profits for hustler. We train and help
you: Write today Rawleigh Co..
Dept.
KYE-181-SA2.
Freeport,
M2-16-30p

*

WANTED TO BUY sir Rent small
money safe
Call Ledger - &
Itc

trY
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SECTION TWO
Pages I. to 4

Chicago, Ilhome
April 15, 1935

New Hearing Ordered on Bill
to Extend Activities of TVA
WASHINGTON, May 25.—Seeklug to offset the blow at the Roosevelt power program by a House
committee, which tabled a bill to
expand the activities of the Tennesse. Valley --Authority. a Devitoerotic leader disclosed today that
a new hearing had been ordered
for next week.
Caincidentally:- Senator Norris
(R.-Neb.), a father of the TVA act,
hit sharply at Comptroller General
J. R.- McCarl, at one time his secretary. He asserted McCarl's criticisms of TVA operations represented a "power trust attitude."
.
Chairman McSwain of the House
military committee scheduled new

2.000,000
2,000.000
2.000,000
1.000,000
4
25,000

ties
.11
2.000,000

avies
5,006.000
15,863.1(12

12,974,983

124,999.998
15.000 Ot8.1
l4.999.99ti
2•
work
e finger, so you do it.

I their birthdays at River
rk SursTay, May 26. Mr.
birthday was on the 24ths•
ter's 27th, and Mr. Cour29th. Mr. Jackson only
andles on his cake but
iemoved his derby! -we-o multiply the 21 by 2
uld probably get the cur-

•-•
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ry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere in
'-'" the State of Kentucky.
'
,
a year to any address
19
"••••"" other than above.
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si.cn a
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waMc
Carl sharply questioned some
of TVA's purchasing methods, and
contended some of its operations
consideration Tuesday of the bill ihad gone beyond the authority
by Norris which would broaden the granted by Congress.
he, still had
McSwain declared he
activities of the Valley Authority
and seek to circumvent receot ad- hopes of being able to
verse court., decisions. The corn- the action by the military commitmitee tabled such legislation yes"There is no need to introduce
terday by a 13 to 12 vote.
Norris told newsmen he could a nett/ bill until that hope proves
not explain McCarl's critical, atti- vain," he said. "But I have good
He
tude toward TVA "unless it is an- foundation for suc,h hope."
°trir case of a man who got the contended, however, that even if
Presidential bee and was spoiled the committee took no further action, the administration's -power
by it."
would not be
"Most of his objections were dis- program probably
and unfair to crippled seriously.
tinctly
"These changes aren't vital." he
the TVA." the Senator said of the
TVA audit by McCarl's office. "The said. "Unless the Supreme Court
suggestions he made indicates he upseh the whole thing, the pro-

CAPITOL
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TODAY and FRIDAY
BY REQUEST—RETURN ENGAGEMENT!

4

Saturday

I

la BIG BOY

•

ILLIAMS
004 Bay
•sttesAgaiiii

e#),
,

LEGION POST WILL
MEET THURSDAY,6

rturday
rune 1

Members of Murray Post No. 73uf- the American Legion are reminded that the regular monthly
meeting night will be Thursday
of next week. June 6 and that the
meeting, will be one of the most
important in several months. Refreshments will be served -and
Aettery member of the post is stride&
to -attend and bring some ex-service man with him.
A report will'be made of the
Legion sponsorship of various
entertainments here during the
past few months.
Most important, plans will be
discussed for the annual 4th of
July celebration at Pine Bluff.
The 'Legion will have a big picnic
supper for the families of the
members the first Thursday in
August. N. P. Hutson and Dr.
E. Crawford are making the arrangementi for the 4th of -July
celebration.
The meeting will start at 7:30
o'clock in the circuit court room.

COMO MG/. (14.11n5 rstcw
loaf( faa.l(lf VICIpt POTIL
sacrE cauca,suo.titsaoren_
raw(WS • LOUIS V15 CiSCY
of
ALEXANDet
prtaigietCO/I
Sarecleal lop
44111` latiamin
Iowa.Pm:1p
/MN I CASSUM

A rollicking comedv-romance set
to music that does things to you

how

h.
ry

.41.0

—AND—

(A color rhapsody)

)ays

titt

singint

Noe

BING CROSBY
KITTY CARLISLE

F.SIRABLE

"RETURN OF
CHANDU"

fi
.5ipl

Chapter 9
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SUNDAY and MONDAY

•

here! _

A story of your next
door neighbors,
which proves that
half of us are crazy!

10011 FOI.

,
ich benefits
their mem-

Correspondents and local advertisers who get their copy in by
to Old Families Monday:
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
Roy Dale, an account of whose
Dr. J. C. Barr
death in Illinois was carried in
Murray Milk Products Co.
& Times last week,
..-*.T. 0. Turner
yetanadip. wvera_Led the
PeOtlles-Savings hank,
Mr. Dale's 'Hazel F. F. A.
older families here.
mother was Miss 'Nannie McNight
TiIda
before her marriage, of the old
Scatter-Brains
McKnight family of Murray.
Johnson-Fain Music Co.
He was a nepheW of Dr. Chas,, F. - Adolphus Bucy
Dale, who was head of the firm
Rev. E. B. Motley
of gale & Stubblefield for many
E. S. Diuguid
a
retirement
his
years befbre
Murray Con. Coal & Ice Co.
short time ago, and of Mrs. Laura
Bank cli Murray
Clopton, Murray, and Mrs. John
Regal Dress Shop-Pe
M. Meloan, Frankfort. •
Capitol Theatre
There are many here who reGunter's Flat
member Roy Dale as a boy. He , Stone News
was a compositor on the Murray
Ledger back in the nineties.

We are sorry ' to rePtai5 the
death of one of the Section's oldest
gentlemen. "Uncle Tobe" Allbritten. Death came Sunday night at
the home near Macedonia after an
Surviving are.
extended illness.
three daughters and three sons.
Mrs. Ivan Wilson. Mrs. Rudy Hendon and Mrs: Hertle Craig, Elbert.
Bob and Warren Allbritterr.
Mrs. Coy Lamb is rapidly recovering from an operation at the
Mason Hospital.
Mrs. Garton Clark and Miss Rose
Mary Cl4rk. the latter of 13enton,
were in Paducah Thursday.
We have been wondering how
Marshall and McCracken counties
afford concrete and black-top highways, when we do extremely well
in Calloway to get a touch ,,of
-our main roads:
Mrs. Julia Clark and son. Otho
are making their home with her
daughter. Mrs. Howard Winchester, and Mr. Winchester near New
Concord.
Quite a lot of tobacco set in 'this
commbnity. but rain has hindered
corn planting to a great extent.
—"Tilde"

PATSY KELLY
IN

f this grOat
3 we ever

-Order Of Reference
Calloway Circuit Court
G. R. Angel,

"Treasure Blues"

Plaintiff.

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

"I'm A End) And I've Been.
!luta Bolter Phiwes Thai

NEXT THUR.TFRI.

num
'Ws!"

"AGE OF INDISCRETION"
with

E CORP.
until you hear Mae song grand
opera! h's • treat you'll never forget!

Madge Evans

P. S. Wait

P,et.,.

D.ccccc d

4-H CLUBS NAME
HEALTHY BOY, GIRL
Think Rogers and Rob Gingles
Named Healthiest; Each Club
Sends One to Lexington.

ations and inspections made-at #
meeting held here Thursday:- Dr.
J. A. Outland, counly health officer
and Dr. P. A. Hart conducted the
inspections.
-About 600 young
people are expected to attend the
meet at Lexington next week. Each of the four club nominated
representatives to attend Junior
Nell
Kirksey, Dorothy
week.
Stark, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
-Swann,--Lynn
J. V. Starle:Grove. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Outland.
Swann: Rupert
Bun
Pleasant Valley, son of Mr.. and
Mrs. turnett Outland, and Milstead
James. Smotherman, son at...Mr.
and Mrs. Galen James.

Six meinVers of the - Calloway
county 4-H Clubs will attend
Junior week at the University of
Kentucky next week and compete in the state events. They will
be accompanied by J. T. Cochran,
county agent.
Tinnie Wilson Rogers, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Rogers,
Lynn Grove, and Rob Gingles, son
More than 3.000 acres seeded to
of Mr. and Mrs_ Hugh Gingles.
Kirksey, were chosen the most lespedeza in Pendleton county will
healthy boy and girl after examin- be used for pasture.
Ni*

ASK THE EXPERT...
about,Comfort in

EMPHIS
TENNESSEE

Travelling men are experts
on comfort They hate to be
Every travel expert will
tell you that al I Memphis
offers nofiner hotel home
than the Vitn. Len.
Coffee Shop seats30Q
fine food at /ow cost.

if

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

li_GRADYAW4NIN6
PPEsioEner

EN

HOTEL

Read the Classified Column.

From the great Mula•sol Refinery.comes

HaZel Route 3

AND—

THELMA TODD

A

HONOR ROLL

Roy Dale Related

General Bailey P. Wootton. attorney general of Kentucky. and
for
Democratic
candidate
the
nomination for Governor, was a
`visitor—in Murray last Thursday
"afternoon.
_ General Wootton's . home is in.
Hazard where he has long been
active in the legal and community
affairs of Perry county. He has
been interested in the Hazard
Herald, a Democratic newspaper,
for many years.

tr-i-

•

--Mrs. Robert Edward Lee,. formerly Miss Sarah Anne Eskridge, of
Blytheville. Ark., whose marriage
took place on April 21 in Marion,
Arkansas...

Red clover is not cliffitult to
grow. despite the experiences of
some farmers, declares Dr. E. N.
Fergui of the College of Agriculture, University of Kentucky.
Its soil requirements are not
exacting, except that the land
should...be reasonably fertile and
not very acid. It is not a crop,
however, for poor, acid soils.
Clover is usually sowed between
February 1 and Mary 25. Many
farmers have found it a_good practice to sow twice, two weeks to a
month apart.
It is necessary that it be sowed
in such a way that the seeds will
become covered before they germminate, says--Dr.---Fergus. Sowing
on a honey comb or on lightly harrowed soil or with a drill should
produce a good stand. It is useless
to scatter seed on hard, smooth
soil.
The use of good seed is stressed
by Fergus. Seed offered for sale
in Kentuckly in conformity with
the state law is accompanied' by
a tag showing the percentage of
germination and purity and the
amounts of noxious seed it contains. Therefore it is possible to
obtain clean seed of high germination. It is not so easy, however,
•
to obtain adapted seed.
There is a considerable amount
of adapted seed in Kentucky. some
in seedmen's stocks but mostly in
the hands of growers. The next
best seed is that known simply as
Kentucky grown. Seed from bordering parts of neighbor states is
also likely to be reasonably satislactorY-Aegd from dislapt Aeons
should not be planted.

Volume Gill; No. 22

GULF-LUBE-A PREMIUM OIE
-V

General Wootton, Candidate
For Governor, Visits City

MAY

are of It

Red Clover Is Not
Difficult to Grow

gram won't be materially affected."

"THE SHOEMAKER AND
THE ELVES".
-if'
sweethearu ej "She Loves Me

Recent Bride

To Make Plans for July 4th
Celebration and Family Picnic
Early in August.

10

"

t • A COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CAL,"LOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, May 30, 1935

wants to dominate the TVA completely and control it in. every

he Cbseu.ifted Column.

Bisectful

1

i

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"

accurate estimate of the
. 1935:
wiiiiend plan
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air
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shirts
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Paul Lukas

4,, Alt‘m•aeler H•Il

Also an all-star comedy

"HUNGER PAINS"

Helen Vinson
May Robson

Va." Order of Reference.
Raymond Stroud, an infant under
14 years of age, B. H. Stroud, an
infant under 14 years of age and
Farmers Bank of Hazel.
Defendants
It is ordered that this cause be
referred to George Hart, Master
commissioner of this Court to take
proof'of claims against the estate
of May Angel, deceased, and all
persons holding claims against said
estate will, present their claims,
duly proven„ before said Master
Commissioner, on or before the
August, 1935
first Monday in
(August 5th. 19351_ ,or be forever
barred from collecting same in hny
other manner except through this
suit.
Witness my hand as Clerk of
Calloway Circuit Court, this May
13, 1935.
•
C. L. Miller,'
Clerk, Galloway Circuit Court.
•

Thousands changing to the New Gulf-lube • • •
now a premium oil in everything but price

But it is news when yduosin get them
without paying a premium price ..•

ITHIN the" pastfew weeks
thousands of motorists have
made a pleasant discovery. .
They have discovered that there is now

With a crank-case full of the new
Gulf-lube you'll get less carbon and
sludge... less wear on moving parts
... better all-around motor protection,
no matter how hot it gets!

W

No other 25s motor oil gives
you all these quality points!
1. It is Multi-so' processed.
2. Its already high mileage has
been stepped up 20io to 25%.
3. Highly resistant to oxidation
—non-s1 udging—extralong life.

4. it has•high viscosity index—

a new 25C motor oil tbdt &equ4:0 most
premium oils—and actially better than

many.'
It is the new GULF-LUBE. And it
owes its amazing quality to an uttetly new refining process-the
Multi-sol process-:which magically
gets rid of the "mischief making"
elements-tars, gum and carbonforming compounds.
No other 250 motor on is made
by this remarkable process!
It's no news to you that premium
oils have always had certain advantages.

What you getfrom the
new Gulf-lube

1

And best ofall-you'll add less oil be.
tweets drains. For the Multi-sol process
has stepped up Gulf-lube's already
high mileage 20% to 25%!
Try the new Gulf-lube today at any
Gulf dealer's. It's the biggest motor
oil value a quarter ever bought!

GULF REFINING CO.

thins out less under heat...
easy starting year-round. Thoroughly de-waxed.

THE
NEW

5. Forms far less carbon.
6. High film strength—• pure
,
mineral oil that will not cot
rode new alloy bearings.

EU-LURE
IN PINS OR BULK

0ow. mit niliti1610 CO.. rirpsousCH:PA.
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---- service to, the welfare of
November elecfton precedes by years of
patriotism". No one _wanta to be zee& of crusaders, are'- leas_con,
only a few moniktiaLbe announoe- his party. This is the first- time,
-paid tar patriotism. The ex-ser- cerned about* the theociveideser
meta fur re-election of our match- he has rwriPSOWAWAIDC-4Lara the
vice than merely want to be paid being tax coleletors than about
less leader, Franklin D. Roosevelt. people, and a host of friends and
for,„4eirviCel, rendered.
his
what will be substituted for ,the
In the "Point of View" column No act of mine will Imperil
admirers from Oa• end of the
sales tax, if ft is repealed.
of Monday's Courier-Journal Mr. success next,'year.
Thos. S. Rhea."
state to the other are certain to
The
Messenger and Inquirer Thomas S. Rhea, Democratic can--Campbellsville News-Journal rally to his cause.-Mghlander,
fought the sales tax, but they did didate for Governor expressed himLoulaville. Ky.
Democratic style
not fight the causes to which sales self in a tYPical
which is a well known charactertax revenue was applied. They istic of Mr. Rhea. Regardless who
HURT IN WRECK
•
-proposed, instead of a sales tax, gets the nomination for Governor,
Many warm friends in. Murray
Starks Erwin and Fred Pogue,
a graduated Income tax to meet he faithfully promises to support
as well as friends of his lathe's on
Lynn Grove, received
the nominee, and then too, I am
Kentucky will be fortunate if a both of
illbtrnER
the East side of Calloway county the needs of the poor, the schools pitinsed to say, that so far his
slight injuries Saturday night in
a
as
announced
who
man
young
and in Stewart county will be glad and to pay on county obligations. own campaign:0as been free of any
Erwin
Democratic an automobile collision.
NATIONAL EDITORIAL
the
for
to learn that Dr. A. F. liumall To the chagrin of solid, substan- statements that would impair the candidate
received a gash on his lip arid
GovAtef
pLSOC
Lieutenant
I_
nomination
for
(Fount as he is tangible', Itinuelt tial Kentucky merchants, who put success of the Democrats in the
received a gash on the
ernor wins in the August pri- Pogue
up their good money to fight the
hero will assume the Peeetke collision occurred SatThe
head.
fall
edicampaign,
and
pledges,
himJohnson,
Keen
maries. He is
sales tax, their leaders offered no
Everybody who was beyond high his late father. Young ar.
self to go through without resort- tor of the Richmond Daily Regis- urday night on West Main street.
school age got • some kind of a was easily one of the meet pdpvi. revenue-raising suggestions worthy
oic•I.1116 JAWLCM:
ing to any such remarks. In my ter, one of the ablest journalists They were treated Sunday mornbonu.1 for their work during the tar students ever to attend OEM* of a high school class in ecoway of thinking. I would say: In the South, who has devoted ing at the Keys-Houston Clinic.
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and days of the war, except the boys State College and did sada ifish• nomices and government.
"What A Man and ,What A
Stewart Counties, Tenn,, $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere, UAW. who wore the khaki. All we have nical
The
Messenger
and
Inquirer
are
work here at the Mee
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market is_a_promise_to
we Mornerial.„Weepital.-bedore and Wine throw& Lighting the-sales tax until Pledge," a characteristic of an
hOriest man -aria" a 'line Dericocril.
furnished -nporrappticatrottlive that long. In short, we have graduation front medical who* its opponents can get together,on
His pledge in the Couriersome
hand.
before
respectable
it
revenue
to
get
program
to
say
to
die
veteran
very foolish „for a
Fount is a clean, honorable, MOJournal reads as follows:
of
high
to
take
its
form
place.
in
the
got
it
RooseSome
e
that tte-eras going to, oppo,
type yound seatieman. adsdaed
"I read with interest a letter in
The people are entitled, to know
velt for re-election because . the wages daring the war-others got and realm** by MI who koolt
your Point of-View column from a
after
the
hand-out
direct
President vetoed the Patman bill it as a
him and no MS disibbi but aid of various and sundry who want member of
the Democratic Party,
But they got it. But a fel- he wit( fiddlers the success hie the sales tax repealed, hovrafflaY
As a Legionnaire and ea-service for the simple reason that he has war.
Mr. Bernard 0. Kearney, asking
propose to raise:
who attained' even the rank warsamet drissit whit hiM.
low
to
the
Return
except
no
place
to
the
boys
that
I
'ttuit
myself
man
the candidates for Governor to
$3,000,000 for poor relief.
!away above the averBe goes to amine the duties
will not be too harsh in their publican candidate next year and of sergeant
pledge their support. to the Demo$3.000,000 for county relief.
compensation in the army, and resporiebilities of a type of
for
Presiage
Republican
record
of
the
vePresident
for
criticism of the
extravagant public service which, it has bees
$4.000,000 which has been added cratic ticket this fall.
for
his
kept
$5
far
and
the
bonirs
is
toward
dents
laflatior-soldier
Wing the Tatman
"This is entirely reasonable, for
orgies during a month, said, is rapidly paming away IN to school funds by the sales tax.
bonus bill and assert that they worse than a veto or two on the personal
the electorate has a right to know
princethe
Which
of
home
these
do
send
they
able
to
propose
was
Mr.
Roosevelt.
part
of
this
country=-"the
country
doctor".
will not support him in 1936 until
the attitude of all candidates in
for his No person has contributed more to stop,
The bonus was paswd in the ly stipend of $40 a month
they have, at least, thought the
this respect. I -feel such a question
food
How
do
days.
'When
they
the
propose
to
during
family
provide
to
his
fellow
man
High
the
"counfirst place over the veto of Mr.
entire situation through.
would be unnecesstry from anywere
funds
commodities
to
continue
other
them?
By
and
all
tax
try
doctor",
a
roan
dwelt to the
In the fire place. The American COolid-ge who turned thumbs down
'one knowing my part in politics
on
to
have
land?
happt.ned
If
he
Incomes?
sky-high.
Tobacco?
hearts
and
lives of the 'people. And
Legion cud not sponsor nor endorse on the veterans and 'then immediWhat? Let the people in the past_ For over thirty years
four children-it was just no young man is better fitted by Liquor?
the Pitman bill which states in ately whirled in his swivel chair tiuve or
I have participatetk.aetively in the
stayed
at
know.
who
The
fellow
bad.
.614:8
inheritance, dlspoeition and trainits title that it is a measure "for and signed an act -siring 11---v-uPsidY
affairs of our party and supported
at
Mr.
and
was
Haas
family
underestimates
with
his
the
inhome
ing to fill that difficult role than
the inflation of the currency". The of hundreds of millions of dollars
telligence and fair-mindedness of the Democratic nominee regardless
his fireside with his family every young Dr. Fount Russell.
American Legion had ith own plan to American shipowners. .
the
winter
merchants and people of Ken- of whether the candidate I supthe
bitter
during
night
He enters his new work with
for paying the bonus, which was
In 1931, when a measure was inor
$10
tucky,
it he calls them to wage ported in the primary was suegot
$8
1917-18
weather
of
genuine enthusiasm as, well as undefeated. It was a sound. legiti- troduced in Congress to permit
family,
battle
his
against
relief of the poor, cesful.
support
which
to
excelled
training. The
people
Quiet—powerful—cornfortable--reasonably
mate plan that. would not disturb veterans to borrow up to 50 - per with
"I not only pseage myself to vigdaddy who whom he serves will not be long the schools and that life saving
the ,national monetary situation cent of the face value of their while the Aidren of a
What (sore could you ask for? Isn't if
priced.
orously
support
in
Novembir
any
funpenny,
out
of
inverted
every
three collectin learning to love him and trust
such as would a large issue of un- bonus certificates. Mr Hoover ve- hovered aroutid in
person the Democrats of Kentucky
nel for a stove sit he wasn't stand- him both as a man and a phy- ed in sales tax, which goes to
good sense to saW money by getting one of our
suppOrted paper money. _
toed it vigorously,and it was again
may nominate, but to conduct- rrir
around on sician. And his Murray friends counties to help pay their 4,ff.0
1,cars?
guarantee4
The American Legion took the necessary for Congress to go over ing guard or rustling
campaign on such a plane that will
day are delighted that he is to be near some debts.
.
viewpoint, and properly DO I the "verboten" of a Republican a detail) had around $1.40 a
success
this
fall.
enhance
party
Lest we degenerate into a carpand clothing them for many years to coma
Let US Care for YOUR Car
-thumb. that it was none of its Pro- President who had no sympathy to buy coal, food
ing obstructionist, the merchants_;„ .This is highly important, for our
costs
numerous
other
and
pay
the
government
how
vince to tell the
whatever for the veteran.
of living. If their dad was a
"Who's Who in Kentucky" will leadership needs to either offer
to raise the money to pay, the
In the early days of veteran reconstructive suggestions or keep
bonus. That is the government's habilitation, hundreds of millions. "buck private" as most of them soon be published at so much per
were, they had $1.00 a day. pro- page with extra for a picture de- silent.
problem. If you owe me 910 it
Chiropractor
dollars were Stolen from sick
_
PHONE 300
iaiiev bu,u.ued -cigarettes
n ing cal iNe size.
Is norzi of- my business how jou and'injured veterans by a- crooked
Office at Reese, 609-West Main
• • • ••
Eighteen
last
,,
sent
every
demonstrations
in"
,stamps
and
potaand
West Maple
raise the money to pay it, so long veterans.- administration in WashMondays. Wednesdays. Fridays
kopeck home.
Whether he's. a "noble, Public to growing were started in MagoStreet
as you do It within the law.
inidan- Which 'wag ,part and parcel_
-hw --Afternoon
.
And -now that- Daddy 'who -was terVant- or a. "Conlem-ptible scala- -Kin county under the direction of
in -the second plare,--ff would be of -the administrations ofg Presi1 P.M. to 6 P. M.
able to give his- family a maximum wag" generally depends on whether the county agent.
_
dents • Harding and Coolidge. The
of $1.40 a day while other fami- you are for or against him,
graft and corruption of those days
•• • ••
lies had $8 and $10 is a. bum, a
stunk to high -heaven and though
bonuseer, a racketeer or whatWhen 'Huey becomes President
the
ring-leaders
were' finally
have-you because he feels that he he'll be King and every man a
caught. sentenced to 'prison_ and
At
least
that
is,
was underpaid.
fish.
disgraced it went on until--neaily
•
• •4 ,
what Eugene Grace says. And
everybody in the county,knew it
Eugene drew ,a, bonus of a million
Huey's
"share-the-wealth"
plan
except those responsible for cora year for staying at home with may work. Substantially the same
rection of the evils. The latter
his family and making -Munitions. thing was inaugurated in Russia
did not" act until an aroused pubAnd that is what Bob Bingham in 1917 and we have noticed that
Bright colors, brown, -Vey, lic opinion drove them- to action.
saya:. who married five or six mil- the steamers to the Soviet Union
There
is
at
least
one
extremely
blue, fed, whitelion dollars. And that is what a have simply been swamped by
.
commendable feature of the Presilumber of other millionaires say American citizens during the pest
dent's action_ He hatet, attempted
who made profits as high as 60Q7o, ten years trying to get to that
to deceive anybody as have many
during the, war..
modern Utopia.
Senators
who
House
members
and
GUARANTEED
ALL WORK
--Sure, "there is no price on
simply made a gesture of favorTimes Office
Opposite Ledger
•
v• •
-Aid" and "Relief" have replaced "The", of" and 'and" as the
most frequently used words in the
Engliih language.
• ••••
Some people will not only be
-strong for a candidate but-wrongfor him too.
irig the veterans in order to get
asliss.,,jitt /Or,
above board. He gave his reasons
as he saw them without fenceConsolidatton of The Murray Lodger, The Calloway Times, god The
and
His sinceialy
straddling.
Times-Herald, October 30, 1928.
fritaknesa commend- bun to the adPublished by The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
miration of all.
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
Mr. Roosevelt has not done
Fditor eVerything the veterans have wantJoe T. Lovetted him to do but he has not tried
Entered at the Postoffice: Murray, Kentucky. as second class mail matter to decive them and has handled
every thing concerning them with
candor and sympathy.

•
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Man and

_NUOT JOTS
my am.
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One Candidate Who
Shouldn't Be,Opposed

Is the Soldier
Bonus Fair?

T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

of

•

The President and the
Patinan Bonus

Comfortable USED CARS

Beaman's Garage

Dr. W.C. Oakley

Shoes
Dyed

SATISFACTION

Dutch's Shoe Shop

• •* A •

The soldier got red tape in the
Army and was offered green paper
by the Patman bill.
• • • ••
The 31-year old Belgrade woman
who became a grandmother was
one belle who made the grad(
early.
How about a convention for
chain letter suckers' We've had
about every other kind.
•• • • • •
3
Ttfree hundred and fifty - bakers
went on a strike in Kanasas City
which is what you might call- a
rising vote for more dough.

Same-Old Error

Never Too Young For.

(Owensboro Messenger)
Shirley Haas, president of the
Re-tail''Merchants Association of
Kentucky, comes At for repeal of
the -retail tax and against re-enactment upon its expiration. He
makes the same mistake that he
and his cohorts made when the
stales tax was first proposed to
the Kentucky general assorntilY
He only dissents-he advocates
nothing constructive.
Haas gives the impression that
he speaks for the great body of
merchants in Kentucky. He does
not. Thousands of them have lost
all patience with -their leadership.
which gets them nowhere, because
it has no , revenue •program for
Kentucky.
Thousands of them,
who fought the sales tax with the

•

The Well Informed Know That 'This Means Complete Refrigeration—
As Only ICE,In An Uutra-Modern, Scientifically Constructed ICE Refrigerator Can Offer --BUILT—of Rust Resisting Steel
INSULATD—with Insulite—Will Not Burn or Decay
FINISHED—with Duco-Dulux
GUARANTEED-20 Years—with Sat-ICE-faction
SUPERIOR—To Any Mechanical Refrigerator
MASTERPIECES—of Beauty and Modern Design
EFFICIENT—in the Preservation of Your ICE and Giving Your Food
That Vital Three Way Food Protection -(1) Safe Uniform Temperatures.

Visit our plant while in Paducah and you win understand why
GOLDBLOOM Ice Cream is so good for children. For nothing but the
_
purest and best ingredients are used. And our establishment is a

-IrSaietional Monthly Pains
Inman from the teen tie to the
at us have found Oardut
holsital tor the mild of
monthly pains dse to lack
the right dtength from the
eat. Mrs. Ont lisques, of
writes 'I used Oardul

model for cleanliness.

GOLDBLOOM Ice Cream is easily digested and is generous in
those vitamins that contribute to strong bodies and sound health. Serve
it to your children as a regular part of their diet!

There's a Dealer in YoCit Neighborhood

ao

tow cramps and held II MT
I ban rimootty mini earful
dime st tifs I yawl vary Woof back palms awl irsi is
owimwartn-down ocasstitiolk. (WOW
w /remit '
at overt MOM Cared boomset bawl* you.
U is
rriLphysteism.don•

on I1

r_

ff cepstipatton causes Yoa Goa
Inieesattows. Headaches, Bsc
Sleep. Pimply Skin, set quid

•

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF
Coolerators
WHOLESALE
Your

PADUCAH, KY.
- •

Cost

$42.50

White Seals
Tennessee Valley leers
Progresg

18.00

-Co

"Ice is theawast and cheapest refrigerant yet known to the scientific
irorhi."
For Serv10E

Telephone 64

•

_
qr.

•

`I0.00

a
Murray Consumers Coat It ke

or --in Hazel by Turnbow Elrug Co

a

20.00

39%. Boxes

AT THE SOUTH FOURTH STREET PLANT OF THE—

ADLERIKggists
Dale, ubblefigld 4, .o

•

655.00
27.50

is

OUR COST

o
reuliel
gh sc
witil
tion,AyDri
et gentle, saTh
safe.
te.ar'
INCOIRPO P AT a ID

TENTH and MONROE

(2) Proper Humidification.
(3) Pure Washed Air, Conditioned Circulation.

Try CAROM For

.
411

-

•
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the welfare of
the first- time
PialtazCAtast tlw
I of friends and
rut end of the
- are certain to
use.-Highlander,

.t. Leiters to Editor

ago. I went with my brother and
several other Winter Park fellows.
We all went over to the tibl'
Mexico and went out in the Gulf
about 12 miles on a little- cabin
beat. That day was a -very poor
day as the Gluf was mighty rough.
When the water is rough that
When the
means poor fishing.
Gulf is still you are liable to
catch fish so large tilat you have
to take a gun and shoot it to land
it. We had motor trouble. When
we started for home the motor
stopped and it took the man who
owned the boat about an hour to
get it fixed. While the motor was
being repaired we kept drifting
further away. One of the boys
kept looking for New Orleans or
Texas. A big black cloud came
up when we were 10 miles out. I
figured it would pour down rain or
storm, but it didn't do any thing.

VIRGIL BOYD WRITES
FROM FLORIDA
May 24, 1935
Winter Park, Fla.
The Ledger & Times
Murray, Ky.
Geatlemen:
An, enclosing $1.00 for subscription of the paper for six months.
We can't very well do without
the home paper. I've spent quite
a lot of time here in Winter Park
but cannot do without the home
pap,. Just wondering what they
are doing about Aurora Dam project. Sure hope it goes through
and that work wail begin soon.
Winter Park is pretty well deserted now that the tourists have all
gone North and etc. now. They
wilt bt hack, thirt.Jall, 1..nictaape
-ciaar-tc• -Sumer. %prints.
a lot of the tourists had about Fla., Sunday to see the Springs
as soon stay in the North through from a glass bottom boat. It is
the winter,ratter what occurred the most beautiful sight a person
last December. You see last De- could ever see through a glass
cember Florida had one of the bottom boat. Whoever, from Murbiggest freezes in over 25 years. ray, comes to Florida on,a trip by
(You might have read something all means see Silver Springs. You
about it and maybe not/. but, any can locate it on a map very easily.
Way, the freeze hit the entire state.
I passed through Oklawaha and
Even Miami had freezing weather.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars saw the house that was, all shot
damage was done to crops and up by Federal government men. I
citrus fruits and prices went sky suppose you read where three
'members of the Barker kidnapping
high.
Had a swell fishing trip not long gang were shot and killed by the

WRECK

nd Fred Pogue,
}rove, received
turday night in
ollision.
Erwin
on his lip and
a gash on the
311 Occurred Satlest Main street.
Sunday mornouston Clinic.

••

Say, Madam,

•easonabiy
? Isn't if •
se of our

Did you know you
Al mold cook AtE
electr1cally-10r oily
a penny per person
s per meal? #

4.•

•

SON,

A

,

you have read. anything about this
chain store bill or not. You see,
tffere has been a bill presented to
the legislature to get chain stores
out of Florida. This means grocery
stores, dry goods stores, clothing
stores, shoe stores, drug stores,
hardware stores, these big 5c and
10c stores, chain gas stations, and
etc. They want these chain stores
out of Florida because they hurt
the independent- merchants, in a
way they do. The bill passed the
House 74 to 14 last week but now
it doesn't look _like it will pass as
the governor wants to tax these
chain stores . instead of running
them out of Florida.
Yours Very truly,
Virgil Boyd

Wrather-Writes
Eagle About Reunion

Mr. and Mrs. George Coles and
family spent Sunday near Farmington, the guests of Mr. Hargrove.
Mr.'and Mrs. Dewey Parks were
guests Sunday eif Mr._itrul Mrs.
Lloyd
Wilkerson and 'attended
church at Sinking Spring.
Jane Parks is confined to her
bed with measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Gingles and
Alm. Jim Black spent Sunday in
Hardin.
r
Miss Estelle Hayes was Saturday
night guest of Miss Dorothy Barnes
of near. Murray.
We were sorry to hear of the
death of Jim Lamb who died in
Hazel Sunday.
•
Miss Evelyn Cooper of near
Hazel speet Saturday night as
seteet- of-mtss /eau13-fienSsburg.
We are glade-to report that Mrs.
Hubert Myers, who has been confined to her bed for about 10
months, is improving fast. She
is able to be up some and walk
about. She has also ,been able to
visit friends.
As news is scarce and the writer
is very busy, will make the letter
very short but hope to have more
news next time.-"Rosebud" •

nun

May 23. 1935
In this seem tram Parsai•ant's "Osin' to. Town," coining to the Capitol Theatre, Mae West, the star, wears one of the modern gowns on
which the eyes of the entire style world are focused. Gilbert Emery,
Fit. Coral and Marjorie &Meson ars the others I. the scene.

My dear friend:
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_Mat

:„-:..-anadikt.vet

J. F. (Joel) Cochran,
Murray, Kentucky.
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

government men.
It looks like the c,bain ,sibra bill,

Paris last Thursday.
letter or have same published.
Words are inadequate for me to
Your friend,,
Several folks from here attendexpress my sincere appreciation to
J. R. Wrather
ed church services at New Hope
my old friends for their wonderful
Sunday and heard Bro. L. Z. Hurreunion and reception of myself,
ley preach El fine sermon.
D., T. B. and. John. You and
others honored us far beyond our
Mrs. Ada Weattaerspoon is spendtrue merits. Never in my whO/e
ing a few days with her sister,
life did I have such a happy,
Mrs. Tom Pool, and Mr. Pool.
Dr. G. C. grewer, pastor of the
gloriout erne. The salt - of the
Mrs. George Grogan nas ',seen
earth is right there in old Callo- Union Avenue Church of Christ. right sick with ear trouble.
way County. You all are rich and Memphis, Tenn., delivered the bacMr. and Mrs. Newel Johnson,
don't know it. &Intelligence far calaureate sermon to the grad- John Edd, Emily, and. Robert spent
ugting
class
of
Murray
State
Colabove the average, hospitality beSunday with their daughter, Mrs.
yond measure, and all • the true, lege, Sunday afternoon, May 26. Hardy Ailnir, ancydr. Air near
,
adThe
subject
of
Dr.
Brewer's
..
rich attribute?' of fine schools
Midtvay.
churches, and morals. I shall.ever dress was "Let. Us Follow On-To
Little J. C. Garrett has been
Know".
Tee glad to 'ea'y I am a pioduct of.
confined to his room with malaria
old Calloway County. If I. have
The text of the address was
better at this writing.
or ever shall amount to any thing taken from the scripture lesson. the but it
There were 17W at the home of
I reverently bow my head and sixth chapter of Hosea, read by
Sun-,
say my early associations and en- Elder Thomas Pate. pastor of the Mr. arid .Mrs.-Frank Miller's
day to celebrate their 50th annivironments with the Stones, Rog- Church of Christ, Murray.
versary. They are splendid folks
ers, Cochrtns, Clarks, Adams, BazIn his address, Dr. Brewer poiht-,
and We -hope they may be with
zeds, Hurts. Rays, Kirklands, Fin- ed out the fallacy of looking for
neys, Waldrops, Hughes, Moores. the -proof of ' God in Material Us for_raaax years to.come,,
Mr. and.. Mrs. Bruce Grogan,
Radfords, Jones, Dulaneys. and things.
Charles Grogan and Mr. Burnice
many others was the _inepiratieo
"Doubt et Geld_ is not caused by
Grogan spent Sunday' wilh
thaf Presieir me on.
intellectual advancement, but by
and Mrs. Alvie Grubbs near BloeZI
moral
breakdown,"
declared
the
I want to meet you all again. I
River.
speaker.
did not get my ..visit half out.
Mrs. Ellen Morris of Nebraska
Every minute, wat enjoyable but
"We are not born,for this world is'here to spend a few weeks with
the parting I did not like. I am alone. When we come to the day her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
hungry to see you all again. I of graduation, we must be ready Miller.
e
•
want to repeat the visit next year for a pienEbtion". was Pointed out
The community was made sad
if the Giver of all Gifts will per- by the speaker.
Sunday night when Mr. Tobe Allmit it. Again I want to express
At the conclusion of the pro- britte_n passed away about '10
my appreciation to all my old gram, the seniors, their parents o'clock. He lived near Providence
friend's. I will close with a poem and friends were invited to a but was known by •many in this.
to me expressing my philosophy faculty reception at Wells Hall.
neighborhood. He was about .79
of life.
Thursday morning at 10 o'clock. years_Jif age.
Dr.
H.
L.
Smith,
president
of
the
"When the One Great Scorer
Don't forget the Home Coming
comes to write against our name National Education Association and at Stone the siXth of June., -• An
dean
of
the
School of Education ,all lay event. A fine program has
He will not ask whether we won
or lost but how we played, the at Indiana University will deliver bsen planned, by the committee.
the Commencement address to the
game."
.
I can't write all
friends. so
.68 seniors graduating in the MtuNEGRO STARRED
I give you authority to show this ray auditorium.

College Graduates
Hear Dr. Brewer

Stone News

NOTICE/

Mrs. Dwight Harris and little
daughter, Barbara Sue of Detroit:
arrived last week to spend a few
days with Mr. and Mrs. S. A.
Prices
For Highest Market
Harris. . Mr. Harris is expected
Bring Your
to arrive the latter part of this
week.
CHICKENS AND EGGS
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Darnell and
Pat of Murray spent Wednesday
-tonight with Mr. and Mrs. George
Grogan.
Mr. Billy Hendon and Joe Bruce
Wilson were business visitors in
WEST HIGHWA Y-Jird we'd of
Murray, at West End Filling Station
Highest Market Price for
WOOL

)N

11 'RSD AY AFT E

CKY

Graham Olive. Negro, was found
in a ditch near Douglass • High
School Sunday night and beought
to the Mason Hospital for treatment for a severe stab. Olive,
kvho lives just South of Murray,
was stabbed by Leonard Williams,
Negro. Williams Was arreeted and
placed in Jail by Policeman Parker on a charge of malicious cue;
stabbel in the ribs
ting. Olive wai,
on the left side.

Working From Hardin on,
North Highway Surfacing
A state highway crew which is
re-surfacing the Benton-Murrae
road with a heavy, additional coat
of black topping, has moved its
gravel and oil shipping stalfon
from Murry to Hardin. The road
was 'wosked from the Almo crossing into Murray from here.
The crew will surface, from dee
Almo crossing to about half way
between Hardin and Benton from
Hardin headquarters and then
move 'to Benton to complete the
project.
Wak on the Hazel highway' is
expected to start any day.

Sunday school at 9:30. W. Z.
Carter. superintendent. Average
attendance for first five months
was 51, above same period last
year. Let's make it a 100-;l- increase far lime.
Preaching by the pastor next
Sunday at 10:45 A M. and 7:30 P.
M.
Young people's meeting at 6:30
o'clock Sunday evening.
Prayer meeting Wednesday night
at 7:30 o'clirk.
Purchase District convention at
Hardwell beginning Thursday ev-_
ening at 6:30 and continuing
through Friday afternoon.
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME".
E. B. Motley, Pastor

Wants Seats In
CourthouseTo the citizens of Murray:
A'few of us have made a start
to build comfortable benches to be
placed in. and around the court
yard to furnlsh our county friends
a place to rest when they come
to see us which I think is very
much needed as places to sit down
in Murray.
The lumber and nails to build
one of these 'benches with your
name in six-inch letters *-ofl it
costs $1.50. Deputy 'Jailer Albert
Parker agrees to make them free
of charge. So all of you business
men and any one who will, come
ore and help in this much needed
public convenience.
G. W. Wallis

MaiJ Carriv4s
Attend ConVEntion
Practically every rural letter
carrier in Calloway county had
planned to attend the annual First
District Rural Letter Carriers'
Convention which is meeting friday
in Fulton.. Seiierat Calloway carriers are active in the affair* of tile
association. , W. E. Clark. Murray
carrier, is
this year.Mr. Clark is on for an addrtiss
early in the 'program and will also
make a report on the state convention at Glaegow, at which- he s
was the first district delegate.
Hal Hurt, Kirksey, is a member
of the Resolutions Committee'.
The association is meeting at the
Fulton country club.
NEW

PROVIDENCE

CHURCH

Bible study at 10 o'clock. The
discussion will be the third chapter of Titus:
Preaching will be held at 11
o'clock by Rider John Dublin.
The public is invited.
Pike county poultrymen bought
approximately 100,000 blood-teeted
chicks,, guaranteed aginst white
diahrrea.

Radio & Refrigerator
Service
AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
WEDNESDAY

-PHONE 107Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub- W. H. CARTER
scribes to the. Ledger
DTAGNOSTRICIAN
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it! Ten Years Experience

sonic Locige-Tn-Honor Past Masters
The local -Masonic lodge will
honor its past-Masters at the next
regtilar meeting, Monday evening,.
June 3.
There are 10 past masters of this
lodge living in and near Murray
and these former officials will occupy- the prominent stations in'
the work of conferring a third degree. Monday evening.
A large number of visiting
Masons are expected from out of
town lodges

Tradition means much here in Kentucky-but we
moderns must have all the comforts and conveniences
besides. So the Seelbach hes remodeled'its guest roothS
and redecorated its parlors to make them the smartest,
cleanest and most comfortable you ever occupied.
You've a treat awaiting You-make the Seelbach your
when-in Louisville. RATES BEGIN AT $1.50 single,
When You Need a Laxative $2.50 doubre. WITH BATH, 2.0f.1 single, $3.00 double.
Because of the refreshing relief it
And remember the SEELBACH STABLES and RATHhas brought them, thouseeds of men SKELLER are the smartest and most reasonable restaucould
afford
Much
and women, who
more expensive laxatives, use Black- rants and bars in Louisville.

Refreshing Relief

Draught when needed. It is very
economical, purely vegetable, highly
effective. . Mr. J. Lester Roberson.
well known hardware dealer at ktarUarrill•, Va., Tritest -I certainly can
recommend Black-Drought as a splendid
asediclne. I have taken it fOr constipation
and the dull feelinga that follow, and have
found It very satisfactory."

BLACK-DRAUGHT

Harold A. Sage, Manager

HOTEL

SEELBACH

Fourth&
flu/nut Sts

my Old KCit tie h HOOt1t in LOUISVILLE

S. G. BOGGESS
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You feel safer...You are safer

•

•

AMERICA'S ONLY BODY ALL OF STEEL

•
•

When effortless Electric Cooking can be had
at such low cost, it seems almost foolish not
to own one of the 1935 Electric Ranges. Heavy
insulation enables you to. cook with stored
heat,cuts down on the amount of current used,
and keeps your kitchen cooler on sultry days.
Investigate today. See the new Electric
Ranges on display. Easy terms can be arranged

r Food

•
9

CFLE8RATING
OUR

25 YEARS OF SUCCESS

to fit your family budget.

The feiwees ROADORIPPER TittS which we loon been
I The Some 9.olity ROAD.
sellne yea att. nor.
GRIPPERS ttie. Hietisends .4 car enemies en new inn/.
ROADCAIPPERS HOLD WORLD SPEED RECORDS

No other lowest price car
gives you the greater safety of...

.pot STOCK Mts.

$85.00
27.50

••

Plillitill
ItIONIMIPPIERS

,GENERAL ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS

SHOCK PROOFED • BLOWOUT PROTECTED
WWI ender. einstreeties. HOn two mare 1•yers el
•$tieeli Prenf Coshidre Robber. 1.411 voila wide caster
11 seas. PlOPI.SKIS treed for "Rich tapt owl 1110 speed

20.00
N.1I LAO Pr ce

Down
"
as Leiw as $3
3.
4_. swoons to pay

18.00

•

See-12/m

3.0 x 4.50-21
28 x 4.75-19 .
29 x 5.00-19
28x5'.25-t8
'27 x V.50----T7
28 x 6 00(6.00-16)

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT
4 POWER COMPANY
Murray, Kentucky

I.ONE
Foot Leif Toe

$ 8.60
9.10
9.75
10.85
11.90
13.75

RAKES :TIE ELECTRIC RAND (OPTIONAL)...81-100 H.P. WHEN
IIIIRC Mai NCI ACTION. ROAD BALANCE ON HIGHWAY CURVES

Out Pr.ce lo

TWO

TERVAPLANE

liti`arieviii
$ 9.67
9.99
10.92
12.20
13.35
14.87

BEAMAN'S GARAGE

ADOLPHUS BUCY
At BEAMAN'S GARAGE
West Maple Street

tanicirs meows AU. OF STEU.;..BIC HUDSON ROTARV-EQUAUZED

Phone 300

West Maple Street

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 300-W4
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#AGE FOUR

and Mrs. Leland Strader and ghilditen,
relauves
visited
Murray
(eltaitads near Mason's Chapel Sun- Billie toe and Orvis Wilson, *r.
and Mrs. CI. T. Harmon. Mr. WI
day.
Miss Hilda Faye kdaces enter- Mrs. Hollis Adams. T. B. Strader.
tamed a number of young friends John Underwhod. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleburn Adams of with a party Saturilay in honor of Curtis Craig. Hurtle St. John, ClifMurray were dinner guests Thurs- her fourteenth birthday at the ford Smith, ,Evelyn and Pauline
day evening of Mr. and Mrs. Hol- Name of her parents. Mr and Mrs. Alton. Roberta Smith. Hollis Walker. Mrs. Charlie Walker. EliZalis Adams aiid Mr. and Mrs G. Walter Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Elgan Underwood beth and Charline Walker. Mn,
T. Harmon at the home of the
and thildren," Mary ,Ann end Bob- Eva Curd. Edward Curd. Marlorie
termer. .
Miss Dorothy Jean Sr. John of by Jean of Murray. Icbited rela- Hankins and many others were
in Murray during the past week
Paris, Tenn.. is visiting her grand tives and friends Sunday.
Elder Chadwick and family of end.
parents. Mr and Mrs. J. T. ThompPreaching services were held
son, and other relatives this week. near Murray were in Goldeh Pond
Mrs. Sam Manning and children Sunday where Elder Chadwick Sunday at Mason'-s Chapel church
appointment.
an
filled
with a large crowd in attendance.
tbgir
..Maxg-Eitar_ttad_JacIt
Miss Itiaberte
---Scatter-Brain
parents ,and grand . parents. Mr.
this'
Marty
week.
and Mrs. Tobe Adams and-.lam- ielatives in
this
of
.A..number of persons
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
11y Sunday.
'Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Grogan community attended the ice cream
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m._ in
spent Saturday night with rela- supper ai Tobe Spann's Saturday
-night. On Sunday, several were the court hew.
tives near rher'- Corner.
The. third Sunday in June has
Miss Mary Frank and Betty Jo in Murray 'to atttend. the - baccaOcoelao_f _Bruceton_ Tenn., are laureate program at Murray State been appointed for the celehra--tibri "Of-ChIhren's Day with an
relit-it:es.- in-th-e'-ciatifify-ii Voner----- Mr. Houston Miller and Mr. interesting program by the Board
laresent.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Adams visit- Gustave and Miss Maine Frances of. National Missions. Prof. L R.
ed the former's parents. Mr. and St John were in Murray Saturday. Putnam has been' invited to direct
Mrs. Walter Adams and family: of , Announcement of the marriage the musical part of this program.
The offering will be for the supnear Murray: over the week end.' -I of ativ. Evelyn Pace" and Fred
"Mirs JuaniUi-Srtith returned to Hart. which -was ealermized . in port of the Sunday School departAlmo Thursday. May 23. came as ment of the Board at the head of
her hope- recently from
sunrise to their many friends. which is Dr. .J. M. Soverndike.
alter a visit with relatives and
Mr. Hart is a young farmer of the This department, under the late
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon White and Hazel community and Mrs., Hart is Rev. Mr. Braumbaugh (father of
Howard and Miss Patricia Brum"lamily spent Sunday in Hazel with from near Almo.
Mrs. Pearl Alexander and fami- baughrl founded the work at Van
Mrs. White's Aster. Mrs.•-Otho
her
to
farm near cleave near Murray and still mainWhite, Mr. White and family.„Idrs. ly have 'returned
White remained for a few days Locust Grove after living in Flint. tains ..it. with Rev. Mr. Black as
Mich.. for a number of years.
its leader. This station was revisit.
Mr.- and Mrs. Cletus Ward and cently placed under the care of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tidwell of near
Gipson of Murray the session of the First PresbyAnna
Steelyville School, visited their Miss
son . Raymond Tidwell. and Mrs. 'visited Mr. and''Mrs. Mason Wil- terian Church of Murray by the
son Sunday
•--Presbytery.
- Tidwell. of near Midway;
There will be services in the
Mr. and Mrs. John Alexander,
Mr. and Mrs. AlMar Steel of
Court House next Sunday at 11 a.
rnt at which Dr. J. C. Barr. the
mirrister. will preach.
Prof. L R. Putnam has been invited to direct the music.
A cordial welcome awaits all
who may attend.
'
This occasion will mark the completion of four years of service
in Murray by Dr. Barr:
J. C Barr. Pastor

. -•Where a Family Are "Strangers

News

A Tribut to Our
Mother
• ••• •
She rested undeC the sheltering

blood of the Lord Jesus ChAst and
often spoke of her desire to be
with Him. When pains multiplied
through the last thirteen years and
More, she would anticipate her
release from earthly cares and
com;ng joy in His presence.
She prayed to live to see all her
children 'converted and grown to
manhood and womanhood. God
did not deny her. Her children
were her delight; she wrought. unthene-Slue-lisaia
us. God grant us grace to think
as nobly as she thought. to speak
as helpfully as she stoke. and to
lts'ees godly as she taught us,
both by word of mouth and consistency of life, to live.
Her ,life ,was one of 'Marked onone of
her-horner:
s
universal hospitality; her words
were always words of kindness
and encouragement.
She loved the songs of Zion, at•tendance upon every seryice.of her
William Bakewell (left( as Dick Carter wants to be the great actor. church, and the Blessed Book. Her
Preston Foster, the, eldest brother, wants to save his store. They quar- undaunted spirit often took her to
rel over the mother's i May iteloseni monev in the RKO-Radio drama. church when her frailty forbade it.
sea All," which opens Sunday at the ('apitol Theatre. A story
"S
h and love and.life in a home divided against itself. Charles Until her weakness would Tie
°Peke
longer permit it, she read for many
Vidor directed from a screen play by Milton Brims.
years five chaptilie< a day in her
Kelley and son Joe, Mr. and Mrs. Bible.
daughter
Nanny arid
Tommie
She lived a quiet and unassumAriel. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Bizzell ing life, and slipped' away as
and children, Ruby Dell and Bettie quietly as one who, was
Lou. Mr. and Mrs. Oman .Jackson home, for so it was. The Lord
A meeting was held recently by and daughter Peggy June, Mrs. Jesus needed her fellowship and
the Hazel chapter of F. F. A. to Tennie Colson and children, Opal, called her to Himself. His will
select officers for the year. The Arthur and Odell, Dentis Jackson, be done.
-Writttn by Roy
names ,and places they occupy are Misses (Ma and Bertha Burkeen,
Miss Magdalene Jackson. Light
as follows:
and
Bell
Lee
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Peeler,
James. .•president:Milstead
Brooks Underwood. vice-president: son Glen Dell. Mr. and Mrs. Luther
H. E. Brandon. treasurer: Clarence Lawrence' and children, Leland.
•
• • • • -•
Herndon, secretary; Bradford Ain't- Buel Duncan, Clyde Nanncy, Mrs..
Beaman
Clementine
Theodecia
strong. reporter; Edward
Fitts. _Martha _FlIrs.-Ettue Bird.
,,was born to W. H. Barton and
Farm Watch Dog.
Orr in Calloway
-Rebecca CatherineM.60,.
Any one in need of vanilla flavand departCounty June 2.
oring. see one of our local memed (this life May 19, 1935, at six
bers, for we have a new supply
thirty in the morning. At the time
in.
of her death she was sixty-six
Tuesday,
held
was
'X'• meeting
Paducah's superiority*. ,in the' years, eleven months, and sixteen
May 28,--at -7:30 p. m. to discuss
was offset by the better days of age.
singles
future plans for the
She was married to T. A. Bea'doubles play of the Murray team,
Bradford Armstrong.
man November 11, 1886. To this
the
in
resulted
deadlock
a
and
_ Reporter
city's first tennis meet of the sea- union were born 'twelve children,
Without malice, but with charity
son Saturday afternoon at the mu- one of whom died in infancy. She
to those who spend all they earn.
nicipal courts. Paducah. The score is survived by her husband and
A farmer friend of mine told
was 3 to 3.
me his farm ssss -listed for taxes
In the singles Al Bosun. Piciucomthis
got
of
and
the reduction
for 12200.00
Several personS
of 30 cents equalled $6.64) but his munity are picking berries 'at this fah, defeated_ -Robert Noel, Bill
Carnian. Bill
Berry won over
list was put up to $2500.00 by the writing.
„
supervisor.; and is hen the state,
Mr. John KcY is coming to In- Reeder dropped a bitterly concounty, road and school rate was dependence to sing next Saturday, tested match to Waldo Irvin. and
added to his $3041.00 raise It cut his whieh hf the first--Saturday night Prat l- ira:Her Blackburn bowed to
saving down to 52.80.
in June. Every ..one come and 'en- Murrell Hogan, steady Paducah
player.
And this year he bought4 or, joy the singing.
traded in his old car and paid 'a-Several folks of this section at,
Nout and Irvin teamed to defeat
S17.50 'sales tax: he covered his tended -the cream making at the Noun and Reeder and Berry and
their
dropped
Dunoy
house with a government loan and home of Mr. and Mrs. Harlon Hea- Charles
On Highway at
paid $2.86 sales tax: he bought a ney Surfday afternoon. Those prep- doubles encounter to Blackburn
wagon. paid- $2.80 sales tax; . he ent were as follows: Mr and Ntqi and Carman.
Where Murray and Benton
bought a mower and paid:
Joe Nanney. Mr. and Mrs. Ira ?.5.
Meet
lax. Kinney. Mr. and Mra---Wilbtien-i--- Reed the Clandtted Column.
Well. I said, "Tom spent s reed
deal this year." "Yes", he said. "I
have been doing without several
years. bat 1 made good %Nigh my
tobacco. hags, corn and cream, and
am trying to come back but i04111111
like they are going to take it f
taxes and save the 'big ones*". He
said he, hoped they would exempt
homes or real estate up to' $2500S3000 and let those who own -large
holdings who do not buy at retail
hear part of the burden of taxation.
Now upon this creditable statement I cannot be for the reenactment of a sales tax, until there is
an effort to tax those who can pay.
If .1 do I do not represent the
masses and represent the big interests. It is true that 1 save
personally by the sales tax-on my
property and buy but little at retail, but my duty is to those I
represent who cannot help themselves. Politics is a faith with me
but not an appetite. 1 will not
serve uniess I can serve those who
need me.
. I sell merchandise to satisfy my
appetite.
have to pay for this letter
because I am a candidate, therefore
It Is short.
T. 0. TURNER
'
-Advt

Murray

The Sales Tax
Burden

Paint and
Decorate Now
No more happiness can be had
for your ntoneY than the satisfaction. of beautifying and protecting your' .home with these
world famous products.

Hazel E F' A. _
Notes-

-Rey. E. B. Motley will
eleven children. These, are Jesse day. The
the morning sermon Friday
and Mrs. Gertie Rogers of Detroit, deliver
wens' the subjact "The. ConsecraA fellowship
,CfrCtrrisr.
tor ,of Salem, Mrs. Suia Key, Mrs. Vint
will follow the mornLetie ..Hale, Mrs. Jennie Guthrie, luncheon
Henry, Lewis, Roscoe. arel Pren- ing service.
The esession will open tonight
tice of 'Calloway County. There
with a banquet for
(Thursday)
-children,
grand
twenty-two
were
and Miss Lucille PolPeople
young
her,
survive
whom
of
twenty-cue
Murray, will assist in the
and one 'Mese-grandchild, who -lard.
services. Several from the
went on before her. She is sur- song
including young
vived by one brother, Charlie of Murray church
are planning to attend some
near Murray.....
meetings. The theme for
She was converted and joined of the
Loyalty".
the Murray Baptist Church• at the- meet is "Church
about the age of fifteen. Later she
joined West Fork. but has been
member at Sinking Spring for
She "PILE,StiFFERERS
the last thilly-ene years.
lived a life of service for her God
and lenity, for her church and
"A generation of almost miracucommunity.
lous success in overcoming the
oldest, most hopeless appearing
cases of all forms of piles is responsible for Cross Salve's honest
ntee . . to either cure you,
or giveYou the most grateful relief you ever experienced in your
SeN7eral from Murray are attendlife., or your. money returned
without a question being asked.
ing the meeting of Christian
and 50c at all dealers. The
30c
churches ,,of the Purchase being
Cross Salve Co,, Inc., Marion. Ky.
held in Bardwell today and Fri-

people

TAKE HOPE!"

Attend Christian
Church Meet 30-31

going

Obituary

Tennis Team Is
Tied by Paducah

organization.

Independence News

Do You Like It? ...

"OLD WISEY"

This Certificate Coupon
Worth

Has It! .
Old Fashioned
PIT BARBECUE
Dexter

1.50
on purchase
of 5 or
more gallons
of worldfaM0113

SWP HOUSE
-

PAINT

The Modern Multi-Pigment Paint

There is one.. way•to be sure of a /ow
cost paint jab. Just insist upon SW?.
Then have it applied by a good painter.
Years of scientific research have developed this paint from the old fashioned
single pigment and oil (mixed with a
stick) paint into a superior prodUct.
SWP covers better, lasts'longer, spreads
farther than ordinary paints. It is the
economical house paint to use.

FREE BOOK ON HOUSE PAINTING
Tells both sides of the paint story.
Get y,..su- copy-It may save you 50% on painting costs.

Spaiat

Swig

Tough. Durable S-W

Dress 1 p Your Porch

FLOOR ENAMEL

PORCH & DECK PAINT

1 Quart'
Here'i the finish to
eve color beauty to
wood or concrete floors. Withstands aruffmg, won't "heei_
mark" or matter spot. Easy to
apply. Dries overnight to•high
glom finish that washes easily.

SIW Porch and Deck
Feint adds new attractivenento your home. Makes
ches easier to clean-low dirt
tracked into the house. Gives
year around protection. Easy
to apply.

10 POPULAR COLORS

6 SERVICEABLE COLORS

93c

/ Quart

93c

Spetital 21A GALLONS S-W
LIQUID ROOF CEMENT
BLACK
Heavy-body, acid-free. Contains long
Apply with 3-knot $
asbestos fibres.

Go/Ion Black

c5e

EBONOL

ROOF PAINT V

Weigh
all factors
.1
•
judge
for yourself

POWER

TIIE

new Master De Luse
Chevrolet brings you a perfect
combhistion of the most desired

motor car advantages, from

allur-

Body beauty to the
famous gliding Knee-Action Ride,
and frien solid steel Turret-Top
construction to spirited Blue-Flame
valve-in-head performance. Yet
the Master De LUXE 8E118 at much
Lower- prima and gives much greater
operating economy than any other
motor car you would think of
comparing with it! See this car..,
drive it ... today!

ing Fisher

CUEYROLET MOTO* CO,DETROVT. MICH,
(amps,. Ciaarreiat's law delararad pence. and *tar)
G. M. A. C.farm. A Calmed Moon Faso

BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TOPaducah: 8 A. M., 11 A. M.; 5 P. M.
dopkineville: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. IlL,
710 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
Mayfield: 6 A. M., 11 A. M.; 5 P.M.
Parts:r 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS ,

5-pound Pkg. Mods

55-1

ROOF CEMENT

MURRAY PAINT AND WALL--PAPER COMPANY

Terminal at

stx'm

Phone 456

WETY

KNEE-ACTION
COMFORT

10AI
STABILITY

CHEVROLET

OVENSABIUTY
(

PORTER MOTOR CO.

and MAIN

C. RAY LINES
Murray, Ky.

SPEED

CHOOSE CHEVROLET FOR QUALITY AT LOW COST

Connections to SE Louis, Chien*,
,
Detroit, and Everywhere.

Murray, Xy.

West Main*Street

Phone 97

Murray, Kentuck

•
.."••••117,1401.46...*
444.1t
i.tr..e 1.••••=re'5Itfr*tdbi......;VW.
•
4.•

•
•••

,

4

LOW
PSICES

!DRURY

r.. LALKR ADVER7416.114TAT
,

La

North Fourth St.

/CHEVROLET-

Convenient Schedule

.45

ELASTIC

TRAVEL BY BUS!

VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois

STOP 110 1 F LEAKS !!

brush to give a water proof, seamless
surface over all types of roofs.

WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
Shortest and Best Routes to
Chicago and St. Louis
FREE INFORMATION
to all points north and west
REST ROOMS FREE ICE WATER
SINCLAIR GAS and OILS
_,
We especially invite our Kentucky
friends

It's the
most finely balanced
low-priced car
ever built

ENROUTE NoRTII OR WEST
—STOP AT —

"Say, Marjory, you certainly can't kick about
the cost of entertainment when you can get 3
half-hour radio programs for I cent." .. . Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Company.

